
Sent Time TO From CC Redactions Reason for Redaction
7:28 PM Elizabeth Nelson Donald Mckiegan Personal Contact Information Privacy
7:17 PM Elizabeth Nelson Donald Mckiegan Personal Contact Information Privacy
7:07 PM Elizabeth Nelson Donald Mckiegan Personal Contact Information Privacy
7:00 PM Elizabeth Nelson Donald Mckiegan Personal Contact Information Privacy

Ann Arbor City Council Regular Session: July 5, 2022
Email Redactions List Pursuant to Council Resolution R-09-386 



From: Hayner, Jeff
To: Jacqueline Beaudry (JBeaudry@a2gov.org)
Cc: Nelson, Elizabeth
Subject: Mayor"s appointments
Date: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 7:44:00 PM

Dear Ms. Beaudry,

This is a regular request of mine, but it keeps getting glossed over by the Mayor, I voted “No” to his
appointments, and will always vote “No” to his appointments, as I will not be party to helping him
pack our boards and commissions with political supporters.  Please let the record reflect my “no”
vote on item MC-2.  Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hayner
Ward 1 City Council



From: Hayner, Jeff
To: Beaudry, Jacqueline
Cc: Nelson, Elizabeth
Subject: Mayor"s appointments
Date: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 7:44:47 PM

Dear Ms. Beaudry,
 
This is a regular request of mine, but it keeps getting glossed over by the Mayor, I voted “No” to his
appointments, and will always vote “No” to his appointments, as I will not be party to helping him
pack our boards and commissions with political supporters.  Please let the record reflect my “no”
vote on item MC-2.  Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jeff Hayner
Ward 1 City Council
 



From: Hayner, Jeff
To: Help
Subject: RE: KnowBe4 Reminder - Please Complete Your Past Due Required Training
Date: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 7:45:00 PM

To whom it may concern:
 
I try to do this and I am not allowed to log in.  I would do it if I could.
 
Jeff Hayner
Ward 1 City Council
 
From: Help <help@a2gov.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 12:55 PM
To: Hayner, Jeff <JHayner@a2gov.org>
Subject: KnowBe4 Reminder - Please Complete Your Past Due Required Training
 
Dear Jeff Hayner,

As part of your assigned training "2022 Annual Security Training", you were required to complete
following courses by 05/26/2022 11:59 PM:

- 2022 Social Engineering Red Flags
- Spot the Phish Game: Foundational
- Creating Strong Passwords - Security Awareness Training

Please use this link to complete your training as soon as possible: 
https://training.knowbe4.com/ui/login/SkhgheW5lcksBhMmdvdit5vcmc=

This training campaign will remain open for a limited time to allow for those who missed the
deadline to complete their required training.  Please complete the required training as soon as
possible.  Your participation in our training courses is mandatory and greatly appreciated. 
Maintaining strong security is extremely important, and informed users are an important part of this
effort.

For issues or concerns, please contact us at https://a2helpdesk.a2gov.org or x45502.

Thank you,
Information Technology



From: Beaudry, Jacqueline
To: Hayner, Jeff
Cc: Nelson, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Mayor"s appointments
Date: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 8:26:42 PM

I will make note of this. Thank you.
 
Jacqueline Beaudry, City Clerk (she/her/hers)
2nd Vice President, Michigan Association of Municipal Clerks
2019 Michigan City Clerk of the Year
Ann Arbor City Clerk's Office | Guy C. Larcom City Hall |301 E. Huron, 2nd Floor ∙ Ann Arbor ∙ MI ∙ 48104
734.794.6140 (O) ∙ 734.994.8296 (F) | Internal Extension 41401
jbeaudry@a2gov.org | www.a2gov.org

P Think Green! Please don't print this e-mail unless absolutely necessary.

 

From: Hayner, Jeff <JHayner@a2gov.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2022 7:45 PM
To: Beaudry, Jacqueline <JBeaudry@a2gov.org>
Cc: Nelson, Elizabeth <ENelson@a2gov.org>
Subject: Mayor's appointments
 
Dear Ms. Beaudry,
 
This is a regular request of mine, but it keeps getting glossed over by the Mayor, I voted “No” to his
appointments, and will always vote “No” to his appointments, as I will not be party to helping him
pack our boards and commissions with political supporters.  Please let the record reflect my “no”
vote on item MC-2.  Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jeff Hayner
Ward 1 City Council
 



From: Beaudry, Jacqueline
To: Hayner, Jeff
Cc: Nelson, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Mayor"s appointments
Date: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 8:26:42 PM

I will make note of this. Thank you.
 
Jacqueline Beaudry, City Clerk (she/her/hers)
2nd Vice President, Michigan Association of Municipal Clerks
2019 Michigan City Clerk of the Year
Ann Arbor City Clerk's Office | Guy C. Larcom City Hall |301 E. Huron, 2nd Floor ∙ Ann Arbor ∙ MI ∙ 48104
734.794.6140 (O) ∙ 734.994.8296 (F) | Internal Extension 41401
jbeaudry@a2gov.org | www.a2gov.org

P Think Green! Please don't print this e-mail unless absolutely necessary.

 

From: Hayner, Jeff <JHayner@a2gov.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2022 7:45 PM
To: Beaudry, Jacqueline <JBeaudry@a2gov.org>
Cc: Nelson, Elizabeth <ENelson@a2gov.org>
Subject: Mayor's appointments
 
Dear Ms. Beaudry,
 
This is a regular request of mine, but it keeps getting glossed over by the Mayor, I voted “No” to his
appointments, and will always vote “No” to his appointments, as I will not be party to helping him
pack our boards and commissions with political supporters.  Please let the record reflect my “no”
vote on item MC-2.  Thank you.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jeff Hayner
Ward 1 City Council
 





Gina what is going on in the nikolas' Cruz situation

On Mon, Jun 20, 2022, 8:09 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe if Virginia Drogo was given more money for me for the Nikolas Cruz situation again the money was not directed directly to me and has possibly been stolen by an
undercover detective
So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3

On Wed, Jun 15, 2022, 8:54 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe  If Virginia Drogo and I take control of the Nikolas Cruz defense were also going to be helping the victims as I seek to hold responsible those really responsible
for this heinous act  Those who refused Nikolas proper mental health care and then pointed him at his fellow students all just to satisfy their degenerate appetites
So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Wed, Jun 15, 2022, 6:49 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe when Melissa McNeil says these victims don't need to return to court she's acting more like a prosecutor than a defense attorney and Nikolas Cruz's entire
defense team needs to be removed as innefectual council and I with the assistance of lawyer Virginia Drogo need to take control of nikolas's defense
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022, 10:29 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I read today that Joe Biden considers Rupert Murdoch the biggest human criminal ever  Even more so than Vladimir Putin, when its the career welfare fraud,
IRA terrorist operative Joe Biden, who sat in the senate for 30 years and did absolutely nothing, who didnt win the Presidential election, I did, who is nothing but a
sneaky vindictive little con artist and bitch who attacks everyone who disagrees with him  I believe the Russian invasion of the UKraine would have ended weeks ago
if Joe Biden did not declare war on Vladimir Putin and wasn't illegally sending money and American weapons to the Ukraine without Senate approval as all he keeps
doing is finding the Ukrainian people to the Russians like mice to a snake  Though the real snake is the IRA terrorist groper in the White HOuse
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies , my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 10:15 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe there's an attorney in Nashville named Tim Warnock who coerced and possibly forced Sheryl Crow, who now follows me on Instagram,  to file documents
in the Davidson County Court that were all full of lies about me  I believe this lawyer must be sanctioned by the State Bar of Tennessee for doing so  What he did
was blatantly fraudulent and corrupt activity and he needs to be held responsible
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 10:02 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 8:37 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe i read an article about the Nikolas Cruz case in Florida, where it claimed he was deemed guilty he wasn't deemed guilty, he was blatantly denied due
process and a speedy trial and he was forced to plead guilty, any person involving themselves in that jury selection process needs to have their citizenship
canceled  get the list Jeanine
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
coronavirus, world war, the plague, multiple typhoons  It doesnt matter you cant hold people incarcerated indefinitely and not give them a trial  he shouldve been
put on trial or released and judge scherer and the scam artists working with the Parkland Police and other cops just waited him out  Blatant violation of due
process  But now in america we have donkey process not due process

On Mon, Apr 4, 2022 at 4:48 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe and I'm certain this is a Nazi propaganda driven world war here and Joe Biden is the enemy as is Donald chump and Obama so again I'm ordering the
commanders on the American border the commanders on the central American border the commanders of the naval instillations in the gulf and the Pacific and
the commander at pearl harbor to roll the choice is yours either you want a future or you suck donkey ass for the rest of your lives I'd roll if I were all of you
DBM3
5sg

On Mon, Apr 4, 2022, 12:40 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe Charles Brakley never won anything in college  Never won anything in the pros  Never won anything in politics and they only are giving him
broadcasting awards to keep his animal ass under control
I mean sadly, he and Shaq weren't really talented basketball players, they both just used their fat asses to push other players out of the way and the refs never
stopped them  Those two couldn't hit the side of a barn with a rincoln Navigator
DBM3

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 7:16 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify america las vegas has two professional sports teams and their players are already abusing our teens sexually and emotionally not under
any circumstances should any more pro sports teams be allowed to enter a city and state being run by degenerates and the only reason they're here is
because the Goodman's are taking bribes to stick it up people's asses which is all they've ever done since they started taking payments from the  feds to eat
out the Vegas real mafia
So help me God 
Sincerely 
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 4:59 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone when the kids and people of Las Vegas now exclaim go knights go it's not because they want the team the win they really
don't want them in the city anymore  We all realize they're a group of cowardly thieves who haven't any qualms in fixing games and taking food and joy
away from their fans and like usually the psychopathically sick jealous donkey owner and ceo were so jealous of Andre fleury they had donkeys
throughout the city blame the Stanley cup loss on him and then traded him  That's why in the early 1800s there were signs in store windows Irish need
not apply because of psychopathically jealous and abuse lowlifes like the CEO and gm of the knights and their child molesting degenerate cohort bishop
George Thomas



So help me God sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 12:36 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe tom Cunningham and Jim Doherty Jr gave Frankie pizza a 3 dollar and 20 cent winner the other day and Frankie was then seen prancing
around Getty square saying all hail the Irish  idiaaaattttt
So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 29, 2022, 11:16 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I just read a statement by Justin Trudeau where he states that he realizes what Canadians want  A clean environment, good jobs, and a
strong economy  I believe just to remind you Justin, without the United States of America, none of that is possible
Right Bibi  Same for you schmucks
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 11:43 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I don't understand why every system in the state of Nevada appears to be acting functional, yet it takes a month out of appointment just to
discuss with someone the issue of getting a replacement or duplicate I D  or driver's license from the DMV  Why is this?
So help me god
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 10:26 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone that robert horseface is a very dangerous violent abusive stalker con artist liar thief child molester child molestation
pimp rapist priostitute beater and murderer, who Ive reported to 17 different agencies of law enforcement about, but because he feeds
degenerates like the mexicans on las vegas metro children to have sex with, hes been allowed to harm and stalk me and everyone i love for like 7
years now
Las vegas metro is the most criminal police department this country has ever seen of which federal authorities shouldve taken complete control
of the day after they and notb some jewish millionaire murdered 59 people on the vegas strip, divided up his money and then took 600000 of the
publics money to sweep and mop the tarmac
Right Bibi  You jew midget thief  I hope as your pal donald Chump is allowing Iran and North Korea to build significant nuclear capabilities that
the first country they wipe off the planet is yours  I'm in vegas if you got an issue with it midget, Cayuse dont the mafia find your children sir
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 10:12 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify all, if joe biden gets his way, as there isn't any such thing as any covid 19, and puts the country into a state of economic
depression, and puts all of you on bread lines, guess which institution in the world and this country has more than any other  The same one that
you allowed to rape my young loved ones and that is being run by child molesters in this country; so i strongly suggest you getb some vaseline
to prepare your cute little johnnys soft pink asshole for use and abuse
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 9:26 AM Donald Mckiegan  wrote:
I believe with Adam Paul Laxalt taking abreatehr and now returning, I support him as United States Senator fro Nevada against any of the
two democrat senators; and I strongly suggest, if in, he starts paying his 100% undivided attention at all situations
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones my babies ,my dogs and all of msy stolen belongings s

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 9:01 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe, though I have the utmost respect for Chris Wallace, and from certain views he looks just like his renowned father Mike Wallace,
but Mr  Chris Wallace, Joe Biden did not win the 2020 Presidential election, I did,  he and Donald Trump and playing a dog and pony
show to guarantee that there's never going to be a legitimate recount  
I believe, sadly as you give your reasoning to leave Fox Network, because you didn't like what the political pundits and political
entertainment show hosts were saying, when you are a legitimate journalist who asks legitimate questions, and not always of the softball
nature, that you left the station
Chris, that's like Peter Jennings leaving ABC because they showed cartoons on saturday  One set of programming has nothing to do with
the other  I wish you success at CNN
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 8:43 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe Frankie Schnazrooski, your guy Joey B was seen on the internet laughing it up with his buddies while all had a slice of pizza in
their hands  What letter of schmuck cant you find
P S  the group of senators have been removed as recipients of any further political writings
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the group of donkey senators I just removed when
they attend services at their next donkey church meeting presided over by lispy their contrary mary

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 8:31 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone besides the fact that the incomopetent career welfare fraud and donkey terrorist joe biden isnt the
legitimate president of the United States of America and the 100 girly men who call themselves senators have allowed him to give a
ridiculous amount of presidential decrees, I believe, he has now declared war on Russia or more specifically vladimir putin, and he is
funding and arming the Ukraine, his pseudo american army, with american money and american weaponry without Senate consent or
approval,which is all in blatant violation of the Federal war pwoers act I believ, and Id suggest to start articles of impeachment against
the donkey terrorist but that would validate his Presidency, I believe, insteda the marines should grab him by both armpits and drag the
donkey piece of shit off the property, like i saw the fremont street experience security group do to a defenseleess senior citizen man
one evening outside the Fremont Hotel and Casino
So help me God



Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the degenerate donkey stalker rapist and murderer
michael kennedy and the queen of his church, lispy the contrary Mary

On Sun, Mar 27, 2022 at 2:40 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone of a few things, I, Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd, now haven't any affiliation with the law firm Sullivan and
Cromwell, now or in any way after death  I am no longer affiliated with that law firm in any way  Also, I believe starting monday,
i'm starting anew email stream, and except for the supreme court and judicial and federal personnel and possibly the Papal Nuncio
and Saint Francis of Assisi Church in New York City, everyone else if i don't get a 1000 dollar payment with a notifying email, you
are no longer going to receive political emails from me
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Michelle Fenski of MOrgan Stanley in Los Angeles has stolen 1 million dollars from my boyfriend of my money and I want it
returned to me

On Sat, Mar 26, 2022 at 3:15 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone, i'm a professional horse and sports gambler also, but my bets are being tipped off so I can't make bets
anymore, instead I tipped out in the Flamingo hotel, what I called a double cinderella money line laitte concerning the March
Madness  Told them Arkansas +9 5 was going to win the game and that St  peters s +12 5 had a good chance of doing the same  If
they bet 1000 plus the 9 and 12 5 they would have won 2600  I told people it was a good flyer bet to wager 100 on a money line
parlay of betting Arkansas and St  Peters both to win their games, and they did  A 1000 bet would have returned 27000 a 100
dollar bet would have returned 2700  I'm sure both wagers were made and i've yet to receive a free cup of coffee  So, all you
visitors throughout the country to las vegas, those from europe when they dine out the gratuity is included in the check, whereas in
the United states it isn't  So many of them play stupid and dont tip  I'm suggesting you tell everyone you're from Geneva, or
Warsaw, or Dublin and not tip them because they don't either
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 1:05 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
Who's the leader of the gang and of the donkey jamboree donkey mouse  donkey mouse  donkey mouse  hold youre donkey ass
high
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 1:01 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I'm wondering if the donkey metro sergeant at planet hollywood, and his donkey detective friend andy hutchinson,
and their donkey nurse supervisor fart friend at the Mesquite hospital were at the Donkey jamboree in mesquite on March
12th
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 11:53 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone as soon as the legitimate switch is made and I'm installed in the white house all federal
payments to Gavin Newsom's nation state of california shall end immediately  Those receiving funding and who need
medical of course could move to a different, but this what is called sanction that wont stop until that another donkey con
artist piece of shit resigns for causing and prolonging this debacle in the Port Of Los Angeles with intent that is causing
serious chaos in this country
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the donkey churchs matriarch: lispy the
donkey cunt  

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 11 03 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe just to notify you cowardly gumbas on arthur avenue, because your fearless leader is nothing but a nazi and
donkey flunkie, hence thats not Palisades Pizza, thats Donkey flunkies Pizzeria, all sorts of donkeys and their racist
militant thugs are ready to destroy and take control of your neighborhood if you dont atke him out  Not to worry, they
have all sorts of tenements in Hoboken and Newark that you can stomp grapes in with your dirty feet
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 10 50 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe with the casinos in Nevada reporting a record 11 months of 1 billion dollar revenue, though that doesnt equal
profits because if expenses exceed revenue the end result is a loss  I believe the city should get together a group of guys
from the detention center to remove all this debris from our city streets that have been there since the day I arrived here
8 yeras ago And I believe they should be given a little something something to use for their commissary purchases and
Im not referring to 10 dollars an hour  I believe we should be able to put these nasty Jaywalkers and shoplifters to work
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 23, 2022 at 7:16 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe it was rumored that Poland were nazi collaborators until the nazis didnt need them anymore and they steam
rolled all of there pierogi asses and then they whined and cried to the United States for help  I believe it isnt any a
rumor anymore, its a fact and I believe Vladimir Putin is absolutely certain of those so after he destroys the country
formerly known as the Ukraine hes going to do the same to Poland because he doesnt want these Nazi collaborators at
his doorstep, unless the juvenille, degenerate, incompetent Stevie Melonhead relinqishes the public office that he didnt
win the election to  And guess who got him installed  Dean Heller
Right Bibi  you are wearing your beaufont today Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings



On Wed, Mar 23, 2022 at 6:50 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe, first I'M sad to read that Madam Secretary Madeleine Albright passed away  I believe she was a trailblazer
like Ginsberg and Thatcher  God be with you mam
I believe, to notify everyone, the commander at Pearl Harbor whenever he's comfortable has a contingent of fighter
jets to launch and deploy
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:28 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to remind everyone Judge shashinko is a blatant degenerate child molester who in conjunctioon with his
abusive bailiff terrorize young teen boys fed to their courtroom by the fat filipino child molester in the clerks
office  They then have a list of teenage boys on probation who they all force themselves on sexually or pimp out
for afee under threat of incarceration if cooperation is denied  I believe all three of them need to be prosecuted for
conspiracy to commit murder and deserve extense prison terms because I havent any doubt some of those boys
committed suicide because they couldnt stop these degenerates from sticking their cocks in them or were
murdered during sexuall trysts
Right Bibi  when you coming to vegas bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBm3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  ask lispy the donkey cunt m the
contrary mary who thinks shes better than the virgin mary  A significant amount of Irish, Filipino, and Mexicans
only use the Catholic church to hide behind to get away the abuse of children

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:22 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify the President of Mexico we have your country completely surrounded with the United States
Military to the North and the Central and South american militarys on the south and silent submarines in the
Gulf, so I suggest you keep sucking Joe Biden and Steve Austins cock or were going to completely decimate
that dirty filthy country where the people shit in their own water  And ypou can call every fucking nazi on the
planet the want  I told you  Im not the guy
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
5SG

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:20 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe recently at the Planet Fitness on Flamingo and Decatur where I'm also being stalked, two fat
Mexicans sat in the shower for over 45 minutes because they knew I wanted to use one and they stayed in
there as long as possible to deny me  In the locker room I refered to them as pests and then some geyser nazi
took the high ground and said who are pests people  I said some of them but you guys only call them people
when theyre doing your bidding once they stop you call them lowlife pieces of shit destroy their families and
throw them in ovens  I believe every time i enter that facility criminals are called and notified that im in there
and if las vegas metro gets the audio feed from earlier which they have IM syre theyll find out it bwas this
geyser nazi clown who told his two stooge fat mexicans to stay in the shower so I couldnt use one  All three of
them and many of their employees need to be apprehended detained and prosecuted or the entire location
needs to be shut down
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:15 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe earlier today within minutes of entering the paris casino I was confronted by a tall black guy in a
security uniform, the same scenario that occurred approximately three weeks ago, as its blatantly obvious
that I'm being monitored and stalked and he was tipped off I was on my way to the Paris to use the mens
room of which on both occassions he denied me because he criminally asked me for an I D  which he doesnt
have any legal right to do so, and I refused to offer it  I believe, ive been in the Paris casino a significant
amount of times and I have never seen this security guard on the casino floor ever except bthe two times
hes stalked harrassed approached and terrorized me  I believe its blatantly obvious to me he is the dorrman,
the bouncer, the monitor of a very serious child prostitution enterprise that is happeneing in the Paris and in
casinos all throughout las vegas, and though he doesnt intimidate the clients nor me, I havent any doubt hes
intimidating the children if they refuse to capitulate sexually by threatening them with physical harm
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 10:16 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe so we all understand what's happened, that Charles Brakley is the only person to run for
Governor who didn't receive even one vote  hes so stupid he didnt even vote for himself  And, I believe,
as concerning Kobe Bryant's murder, its always the underboss, and regarding Kobe, there were four
underbosses  All any legitimate investigator needs to do, and i'm not referring to Lispy the Donkey cunt or
the dirty Philipino con artist attorney general of claifornia, is to look into the activities of those who had
the most stature to gain by Kobe's demise  Jerry Buss, or the Buss Family  Lebron james  Charles Barkley,
and Shaq O'neal  I guarantee if an investigator looks into their actvities a few eeks before Kobe entered
that helicopter, theyll realize those four were involved in his murder  Kobe Bryant was like the President
of Los Angeles, and just like JFK, all sorts of jealous degenerate lowlifes, like Gavin Newson and Lispy
the donkey cunt, because therers nothing sicker on the human planet than the jealous donkey mind, all
wanted Kobe dead  That wasn't any accident
Right Bibi  Does anyone have Bibi's official address in Israel, I got a Bouffant wig I want to send to the
bald midget
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 12:34 PM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe as very little is being reported anymore about the chaos in haiti and as biden seeks to create his
own personal Vietnam in the Ukraine, though he doesnt offer 10 dollars to Haitians seeking help of
which many Haitians have ventured to the United States, its because as Joe Biden wants reprots not
sending funding, its because the donkey terrorist lowlife is in the smugglers nowq running the country
It can't be any more obvious
Right Bibi  Are you a smuggler Bibi  NO not a snuggler, a smuggler  I picked out your beaufont
So help me god



sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask all of the donkey
child molesters who are infesting and infecting the proper functioning of the entire state of nevada

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:31 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to again state that any city that has a degenerate child molesting catholic bishop is on the
verge of being destroyed, take a good look at Bridgeport, Baltimore, New York City now, Las Vegas
and San Francisco  All staffed by nazi appointed child molesting catholic bishops who use the filipino
and the mexican donations, because Europeans are leaving that church in droves, to pay off cops, so
they can fuck little boys in the ass in the rectroy behind closed doors as all five of those cities are
probably all now being run by degenerates  Las Vegas, San Francisco, and New York City for sure
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:23 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe LLoyd Austin is another of Joe Biden's Mickey Mouse incompetent Clintonian beautiful
mosaic loopy nuts  I'm wondering how many times Austin visited the donkey clown mckenzie in
afghanistan and had three ways with female cadets in Mackenzies tent while young americans were
dying in ridiculous numbers  This is Joe Bioden's america  Donkey IRS terrorist who didnt win the
elction, and just like as all these donkey clowns are getting all sorts of people murderered in las
vegas, joe biden and his donkey clown assiciates are getting all sorts of defenseless people whacked
all throughout the world  At least he doesnt wear a Bouffant like Rand Paul does
Right Bibi  Bibi if I dress you up in Vegas could I put you in  a beaufont  
Like Carolyn
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are all of my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings / ask all of the
donkey pieces of shit who think its a game to play with other defenseless peoples lives rather than a
crime, which is what it is

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:02 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe if the nazi politician from Tampa needs a little help he could visit Marco Lubio in his
office if he hasnt already done so and Im wondering has Tom Cruise visited the Tampa, St  Pete,
Clearwater area lately
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  ask lispy and
michael kennedy

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 11:03 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to remind everyone Robert Horseface is a very dangerous, violent, degenerate, con
artist, stalker, liar, parasite, child molester, thief, child molestation pimp, rapist and murderer,
who has been stalking, monitoring, terrorizing and emotionally and physically harming me and
everyone I love since the day I met him 6 years ago  I believe, hes still in business because
somehow hes turned gavin newsom into his puppet, must have videos of him having sex with
teenagers, like he does, sherryl crow, wendell crow, the anorexic courtney cox and more, maybe
even stamos and others, so gavin Newson cant have him arrested  So just whack the lowlife
Gavin  Youre the Governor
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Girly men

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 10:52 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify, the very dangerous criminal stalker, rapist and murderer in the U S
attorney's office in salt lake city, Michael Kennedy, in their efforts to undermine the safety of
all the mormons in the state and subjugate them, his most significant partner in crime is now
Mitt Romney  I told yas all not to elect that piece of shit
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones y babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 10:16 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe the fag on the morning show, reported earlier, that Elsie the cow gave birth to
three golden hoo hoos at the las vegas zoo's infirmiry and that Joe Lombardo was there to
conduct a contingent of las vegas metro officers in singing, "welcome to my world " Elsie
then proceeded to pee on Joe's pant leg because it didn't reach his ankles
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:32 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe Marsha Blackburn is loopy  She even looks loopy  I believe, with that hair she
has, she should at least get a bouffant like Carolyn Goodman and Rand Paul  I believe,
shes making ridiculous claims that Vladimir Putin is a war hungry invader thirsty tyrant,
when other than the Ukraine, I can't recall Russia being in too many military actions
during his leadership  I believe, if Marsha is going to keep her hair like that she should
like wear a Minnie Pearl hat to cover it up  Right Cindy
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd



DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the
beaufanteers  

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:16 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe im wondering if at next year's Nevada's Governor's ball theyre going to serve
lo mein and fried rice to the invited guests and if all, as Nevada has become the forced
teenage prostitution capital of the world if theyll all receive a nice little fortune cookie
to take with them, of course, provided by the law and order candidate  Cha ching
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings
Ask lispy the donkey cunt law and order person  Cha ching

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12 07 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe, i'm just wondering, how many of you recall me notifying you that little
Howie was in an orphanage  it says so on his website
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12 04 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe as Joe Biden is turning the Ukraine into his own personal Vietnam, a
military conflict he shall prolong that the United States probably doesnt belong in,
just to district from his actual incompetence, I believe, as the President of the
Ukraine has abandoned the Ukranian people and has left the country, I believe, the
Ukranian generals should engage and join the soviets, and take the american
weaponry and not until the degenerate scumbag steve sisolak leaves the public
office he didnt win, just all align and start attacking Poland
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 11:55 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe regarding ahnold, I spoke to a few of his formers and they all agreed it's
wee willie winkle or nowadays wee willie wrinkle  And they all said that though
they dont show many behind shots of him in the movies he does walk a little
funny, somewhat up on his tippy toes
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogsm, and all of my stolen belongings

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 2:46 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe because Ahhhnoooollldd tok so many professors hoo hoos throughout
college, hence a physical education degree, duh, that it was rumored he really a
little bitch on campus, albeit with all sorts of big muscles but except where it
counts
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 11:18 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I just read a propaganda driven article concerning a guy named Jake
Hoffman in Tampa who is making the ridiculous claim, that Tampa and the
Tampa area is a chosen destination for young Republicans, when I believe,
Tampa is a haven and is being dominated by Liberal Democrat criminals who
are harboring child molesting terrorist priests like Kevin Tortorelli and
possibly others, and I believe, this guy Jake Hoffman, the so called champion
of young Republicansd in  Tampa is working in cahoots with these democrat
criminals and the scientologists who are illegally taking over Clearwater, to
entice young Republicans to move to Tampa, so they then could all exploit
and subjugate them  I believe Governor Desantis shouldnt offer this guy Jake
Hoffman one hand of support until Hoffman stops the propaganda and starts
to confront the criminal democrat, abusive machine dominating Tampa
Right Bibi  You've been to Tampa  You were the gRand Marshall of their
Borscht belt parade
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 11:05 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, Judge Jeanine, I just read, you have pigs for pets  Lol  Whatever
you do, dont call me babe  Call Chuck Schumer babe
Right BIbi
So help me God
sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs,, and all of my stolen
belongings

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:52 AM donald mckiegan



 wrote:
I believe as so many people in this world simply grandstand about issues
while seeking attention with the intent of doing nothing, or not even
having the ability to do anything, I believe, after reading an article from
the ArchDiocese of San Francisco, a city in blatant disarray, it mentions
stigma against people with mental illness  Quite honestly after I was shot
at as a scholarship student at Columbia University, ive been afflicted with
major depression for over 30 years, and have met and interacted with all
sorts of mental health care supposed providers  I believe, and I dont have
a doubt, the most significant stigma, and the most significant abuse
against those with psychiatric and emotional concerns is done by those
within the industry and not outsiders  providers stigmatizing their own
customers
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mxckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, Interpol and the international powers that be should really
consider apprehending Donald Trump, Michael Bloomberg,
Christopher Robbin, and Henry Burns of the CIA for the theft of the
most valuable painting in the world: The Mona Lisa  The Mona Lisa is
on Donald Chump's property at Mar A Lago  Ive seen the pictures
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:38 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, just to remind everyone, it was the nazis and the axis
powers and not the american irish,, but the donkeys in ireland who
fought against the allies in world war2, as the IRA sought to take
down the British empire  So of course the nazi prostitute,
schwarzengroper, who used to take the hoo hoo from professors to
pay for college, you dont believe he got good grades o you, is coming
to support his IRA terrorist associate who has criminally
commandeered the white house  Zing heil,
AHHHRRRNNNOOOLLLDDD
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:33 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe it ain't so, Joe  Dean Heller says he wants 1 from column a
and 1 from column b right away  And, I believe, rumor has it that
my peeps have told me that the reason Joe Lombardo was in hiding
was because he was in the Betty Ford clinic in California for
alcohol abuse rehabilitation  It didn't work, because Lombardo
loves abusing whatever he can get away with abusing because he's
a Mafioso  ask him he'll tell you so
Right Bibi  Youre one too
Sohelp me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 6:21 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, I read an article about a brilliant proposal two days ago,
to reduce and return the country's national speed limit to 55 in an
effort to reduce fuel oil consumption on a daily basis  and I
believe whoever suggested that suggested the absolutely
appropriate action to take  I believe, when a country is in turmoil
sometimes it's best to retract in some areas and to calm the
throttle as I believe would be appropriate concerning the speed
limit  Joe Biden is a clueless con man who has this country
positioned on a train to an economic disaster
I believe, the last thing we should be throttling down is the
money supply as FDR proved during his brilliant new deal
intervention, that might have saved this country from complete
ruin and collapse  We have gasoline prices hovering around 5
dollars a gallon  The congress just stopped the stimulus aid to the
economy and the American public, and if the fed raises interest
rates to calm the money flow in our economy, it might in a very
quick collapse like action, push this country back into a recession
which is probably that degenerate Biden's agenda anyway  I
believe returning our country's freeways maximum speed limit is
an excellent temporary way to reduce fuel use and cost and I
believe, Senator Gary Peters is the definite appropriate Senator to
introduce such legislation  He's from the motor state
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 11:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as Joe Lombardo has reappeared out of hiding, and as
I reported after the senile president of Italy signed an
independent Italian? Chinese agreement, that soon the Italians,



not the Sicilains, shall be working for the chinese  So, I believe,
im asking everyone at metro headquarters to ask say it aint so
joe, to practice in front of them a very prominent New York
City saying, that goes like this, " No ticky, no shirtie "
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 10:56 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as all of these over the hill non accomplished
politicians keep chiming in, they all have one thing in
common  Naziism  Hillary Clinton is affiliated with Lee
Bollinger of Columbia and she calls Russia's sanctions a
lifetime achievement award, when in fact, the only thing
Hillary Clinton has ever achieved, is working over minorities
and using their backs to get into mansions to live in and
serious amounts of money, while except for the very talented
few, most of the minorities live close to the poverty level or
below it
I believe, Arnold Schwazzeneger, the gropenator from
California, says Nazis didnt start the invasion, because he is
one,  He's from Austria  he built up and then left a significant
Nazi infrastructure throughout California after his Nazi
friends in the media created a frenzy to get Grey Davis
recalled because he wanted to raise motor vehicle fees to
balance the budget  Criminals rarely admit to their crimes
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3  

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 10:45 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe the reason for joe biden's propaganda driven
assault on Vladimir Putin, is because when the degenerate
senator Ron Johnson of Wisconsin who protected Timothy
Dolan and his child molesting clan in Milwaukee is a guy
who was having sex with teenage boys in hawks GYm in
las Vegas, ask Chris Grigg he has the pictures, when
Johnson sought to enter Russia afterwards Vlady said no
and sent him home  I believe, now because its the U S
Senators who got their degenerate good old boy Joe Biden
installed as President when he didn't win the election, now
in an act of retaliation Biden is seeking to push Putin out of
Russia
I believe, what's really happening though, is that the
Ukraine and the Ukrainian people are being destroyed,
America is wasting money on a fabricated situation it
doesnt belong involved in  And just like Lyndon Johnson
and Vietnam, Biden is going to employ the conflict as a
diversionary tactic, to divert from the fact he doesnt have a
clue how to run a real government, and hes been nothing
but a career scumbag, who thinks his shit dont stink
because hes another donkey con artist who has gotten away
with all sorts of crimes in Delaware, and from the fact that
he and the Clintons and George Pataki and others all knew
about the attacks of 9/11 before they happened because the
attacks mastermind is a degenerate IRA terrorist
masquerading as a priest in St Petersburg Florida by the
name of Kevin Tortorelli, who when the attacks occured
had significant church affiliations in Boston and New York
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 9:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I'm notifying everyone again, do not believe this
bullshit being provided to the world by image conscious
countries like Iran and North Korea, and their bogus
launch failures  It's too much of a coincidence that both
North Korea and Iran within a month of each other have
failed launches for the entire world to see  That is called a
crock of shit  And no Iranian scientist was
murdered because his arm was sticking out of a SUV
with supposedly his ring on it  Come to the real world
Israel  Bibi I want you to purchase for me and deliver to
me Lucky Luciano's famous ring
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 8:19 AM donald mckiegan
 wrote:

I believe there isn't any chance whatsoever that the
Ukraine is going to win this battle, and I believe,
Zelensky has fed the country, because the ukrainian
people realize he started this situation, and I believe, as
Ukrainian people are the victims here, it is incredibly
irresponsible for him to keep asking the west for more
weapons so he could feed his defenseless people to the
Russians  I believe, Zelensky should step down as
President and lets start to rebuild a new
Russian/Ukranian relationship that doesnt include an
incompetent con man like Zelensky  It is absolutely
inappropriate for him to keep asking the west to help
him to feed his defenseless people to the Russian army



So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 8:15 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, whomever in the western world who
convinced the Ukrainian President Zelensky that he
and they were going to be able to create a
concerning, troubling and actually threatening
western installation on Russia's doorstep, duped that
man; and quite unfortunately the Ukrainian people
are the one's paying the price for this western
fabricated confrontation, as some clowns in the west
want to call this a war, when it really is a defensively
driven invasion  I believe this situation could have
and shouldve been easily de-escalated before it
started, as there were those in the west and i'm very
concerned it was Blinken and Biden, who convinced
Zelensky, who is obviously not a career politician,
that to stand up to mother Russia was worth the risk,
when it was not  I believe Joe Biden and his
incompetent Bill Diblasio type beuracrats need to get
out of that mess and im imploring, if he has the
option, Russia's president Vladimir Putin, to please
stop the bloodshed  Let's have a brief cease fire and
let the country's in that region in that region work
their issues out together
I believe, Vice President Harris, if North Korea or
Iran seek to launch on our allies South Korea and
Israel, do not hesitate to take either or both of them
off of the map  This is a fabricated scam  This is not a
test Kamala  If you're with me it's because you're able
to handle the job and not for any other reason  The
only use I have for tokens is to gain access to the
subway system in NYC
Vlady lets bring this back to the table and off of the
battlefield  
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 4:26 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I was recently told I have a whole in my
liver as I'm  coughing blood up constantly  I
believe, the clown scum doctors at sunrise hospital
have repeatedly told me my liver function tests
return normal in blatant contrast to the reality and
every emergency room I enter now refuses to run
blood tests on me because the liver test results are
going to show exactly the opposite of what those
piece of shit medical prescribers at Sunrise hospital
have told me and treated me as, in blatant acts of
attempted murder
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 1:16 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe,

Joe castelli made a smelly
and then he made a fart
he pranced around san diego
claiming hes sir lancelot
he told all the san diegoans 
hes adept at the old soft shoe
and hes really a vegan with a big fat ass
and they should all be too

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 1:06 PM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe so were all on the same page here,
and im not referring to a group of degenerate
senators gang raping a teenager in a
washington dc hotel room, Rick Scott's plan is
to tell everyone he has a plan, when he doesnt
have a plan  Now, thats a man with a plan  Just
dont tell him he looks like popeye the sailor
man  Toot  Toot
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mvckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs,
and all of my stolen belongings  Ask say it
ain't so Joe, who just went back into hiding

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 10:37 AM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe after reading a statement by Senator
Rick Scott of Florida, it's very evident he's
simply a George W  Idiot boot stomping
wannabe  I'm going to do this and I'm going



to do that but he doesnt say what he's going
to do, just that he's got a plan  And then he
runs off facts that any college student in the
country has access to  medicare's in trouble
The postal pension is in trouble  So what are
you going to do about itr Rick? Hey I g0ot a
plan  Well, what is it  Not telling ya  I'm just
a boot stomper like George W  Idiot  
They all believe in God  They all believe in
this country  What they all believe in is
feeding the American public as much bullshit
as possible so they can stay in office
Imagine he shook 600,000 hands and didnt
contract the Corona Virus yet  I believe Rick
Scott was a con artist as the Governor and
he's a con artist now  Like Mitt Romney, just
wants an office, any office, to exploit the
American public and the American money
for their own personal gain  
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 10:28 AM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe as Joe Lombardo is a very
seriously manipulative con man where if
the feds checked his bank accounts they'd
realize he took a significant payoffm to
deny a legitimate investigation into the
attacks of 9/11  So I believe, as I say it ain't
so Joe, was in hiding, and not gone, why
did he pick today of all days to reappear
before the Nevada Public  And I believe,
the question needs to be asked who and
what was he hiding from the past 1 or 2
months  I believe, with Lombardo away
from the control center, Las Vegas Metro
was an entirely different police department,
but, as I wrote, Joe Lombardo is a criminal
not a lawman, and the question needs to be
asked, why of all days did he choose today
as the day to reappear  I believe, because of
Joe Lombardo, Andy Hutchinson, and
Steve Wolfson, this police department,
especially those three have more tricks in
their repertoire than Felix the cat
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, muy
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask
Joe Lombardo  he's the Sheriff isn't he

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 9:34 AM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe regarding the situation in the
Ukraine, I haven't any doubt that
Vladimir Putin and the Russian
Government have any qualms with the
Ukrainian people, I believe, the issue is
with the Ukrainian government, and I
believe, as long as joe biden continues to
support without reason or justification, a
non nato country of the eastern bloc, hes
the clown putting all of the Ukranians
people's lives at risk  
I believe the Ukrainian government
should cease operations, and the powers
that be, that do business with and in the
Ukraine, should help establish a new and
non confrontational to Russia
government in the Ukraine
I believe, regardless of the bullshit and
propaganda being spewed by Joe Biden
and some senators, the United States of
America doesnt have any business
entering into this situation, and if it
wasn't for Biden and Chump now playing
good cop bad cop games with everyone,
this conflict might have been over maybe
days or more ago
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 4 01 PM
donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe and im certain, theres a
cluster of homosexual mostly,
degenerate, white trash, Irish perverts
who are terrorizing all sorts of



teenagers in Las Vegas, just like those
degenerates did in Grand Junction  I
believe, the intensity and frequency of
the attacks against teens here in las
Vegas has increased significantly ever
since the degenerate, white trash,
perverted, homosexual, irish, child
molester George Thomas took control
of the Diocese of Las Vegas, and I
believe, they all need to be
apprehended, detained and prosecuted
as quickly as possible; as theyre and
those who are refusing to act are
putting the lkives of all sorts of
helpless defenseless teenagers at risk
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies,
my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 3 51 PM
donald mckiegan

wrote:
I believe, as ive been writing for
possibly 7 years now, Michael
kennedy of the U S  Attorney's
office in  Salt Lake City is a
dangerous stalker and criminal and
not a legitimate agent of law
enforcement  I believe, every
employee in that office has and had
been notified of this and rather than
seek to stop his criminal activity,
which is undermining the safety of
the entire state, I believe, the juvenile
glowns in that office instead sought
to take down and fabricate an action
against my associate Gary Hebert  I
believe this is simply another
example of the juvenile antics that
supposed agents of law enforcement
throughout this country are
deploying against defenseless,
innocent, and trusting americans   
I believe, the other evening after I
was denied proper medical  treatment
in the Centennial Hill's emergency
room, where when I might have
multiple fractures and spitting up
blood they gave me a motrin and
discharged me, "They just a different
set of criminals, in a different set of
clothes "
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, ,my
babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings
Ask Lispy and Michael and George
Thomas and Diana Sullivan and Eve
Hannan  The s,mall cluster of donkey
child abusers infesting las vegas  

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 3:31 PM
donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe, Gavin, you should tell
the people of the great state of
California, when Joe Biden lets
them down, Gavin Mcloed won't
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and aloof my
stolen belongings
Ask Lisp[i and Michael

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 12:08
PM donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe as Gavin Newsom
should now realize that his
bosom buddy joe biden, the
career con artist and welfare
fraud, who didn't win the
election, is possibly on the verge
of putting 100000 Californians
out on the street as they sought to
make people dependent on these
miniscule stimulus checks, while
not one person probably was



assisted to find and develop self
sustainability, joe Biden, rather
than tapering down the help,
within a month is simply going
to just end the Corona
Virus funding to americans
I believe it's imperative upon
Newsom and hopefully some
other legitimate politicians in
California to create some
program, any program, to keep
these vulnerable people
domiciled in a bona fide
residence, and then assist them
all to find self sustainability as
quickly as possible  The United
States of America, is the most
ingenuous country in the world,
we are not a welfare state, and to
write I told you so, that and 5
dollars gets me on the Deuce in
las Vegas  I believe
its imperative that Newsom and
other california politicians start
taking action now, to keep cities
within, people, Californians and
the state itself from destabilizing
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
The real president of The United
States
where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  Ask Lispy the
donkey cunt and her criminal
associate Micahel; Kennedy, the
perpetual stalker, rapist, and
murderer

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 4:32
PM donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe its sad to realize some
of these bullshit scams these
incompetent politicians play
with people  Mike Bonin who
Ive realized is a fraud for a
while now, brags about
housing like 30 for a few
eeks for 100 thousand dollars
wow  That ain't cheap  They
need jobs  And now he's
constantly hawking how he
wants to help end
homelessness because he
realizes, while nobody helped
anyone to become self
sufficient during this bullshit
shutdown, and turned them all
into dependents waiting for
welfare checks, those checks
are about to end, and all of
those people are on the verge
on hitting the street, so Bonin
keeps covering his ass while
claiming he wants to help the
homeless, while realizing his
bullshit and nonsense is about
to create 100000 of them
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  Ask Bonin's
protectors  Lispy the Donkey
Cunt  And Michael the stalker
rapist murderer Kennedy

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 1:33
PM donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe the entire country is
now having a good laugh and
realizing how much of a
bullshit artist Barack Obama
is as he's now telling
everyone he has covid 19  I
believe he should be put in a 
quarantined hotel room in
Sacramento where he has to
switch rooms every 4 doors
for safety purposes  I
believe, if he has covid 19,
this con artist, and
degenerate criminal was



actually born in hawaii
So help





So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Wed, Jun 15, 2022, 6:49 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe when Melissa McNeil says these victims don't need to return to court she's acting more like a prosecutor than a defense attorney and Nikolas Cruz's entire defense
team needs to be removed as innefectual council and I with the assistance of lawyer Virginia Drogo need to take control of nikolas's defense
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022, 10:29 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I read today that Joe Biden considers Rupert Murdoch the biggest human criminal ever  Even more so than Vladimir Putin, when its the career welfare fraud, IRA
terrorist operative Joe Biden, who sat in the senate for 30 years and did absolutely nothing, who didnt win the Presidential election, I did, who is nothing but a sneaky
vindictive little con artist and bitch who attacks everyone who disagrees with him  I believe the Russian invasion of the UKraine would have ended weeks ago if Joe Biden
did not declare war on Vladimir Putin and wasn't illegally sending money and American weapons to the Ukraine without Senate approval as all he keeps doing is finding
the Ukrainian people to the Russians like mice to a snake  Though the real snake is the IRA terrorist groper in the White HOuse
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies , my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 10:15 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe there's an attorney in Nashville named Tim Warnock who coerced and possibly forced Sheryl Crow, who now follows me on Instagram,  to file documents in
the Davidson County Court that were all full of lies about me  I believe this lawyer must be sanctioned by the State Bar of Tennessee for doing so  What he did was
blatantly fraudulent and corrupt activity and he needs to be held responsible
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 10:02 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 8:37 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe i read an article about the Nikolas Cruz case in Florida, where it claimed he was deemed guilty he wasn't deemed guilty, he was blatantly denied due
process and a speedy trial and he was forced to plead guilty, any person involving themselves in that jury selection process needs to have their citizenship canceled
get the list Jeanine
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
coronavirus, world war, the plague, multiple typhoons  It doesnt matter you cant hold people incarcerated indefinitely and not give them a trial  he shouldve been put
on trial or released and judge scherer and the scam artists working with the Parkland Police and other cops just waited him out  Blatant violation of due process  But
now in america we have donkey process not due process

On Mon, Apr 4, 2022 at 4:48 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe and I'm certain this is a Nazi propaganda driven world war here and Joe Biden is the enemy as is Donald chump and Obama so again I'm ordering the
commanders on the American border the commanders on the central American border the commanders of the naval instillations in the gulf and the Pacific and the
commander at pearl harbor to roll the choice is yours either you want a future or you suck donkey ass for the rest of your lives I'd roll if I were all of you
DBM3
5sg

On Mon, Apr 4, 2022, 12:40 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe Charles Brakley never won anything in college  Never won anything in the pros  Never won anything in politics and they only are giving him
broadcasting awards to keep his animal ass under control
I mean sadly, he and Shaq weren't really talented basketball players, they both just used their fat asses to push other players out of the way and the refs never
stopped them  Those two couldn't hit the side of a barn with a rincoln Navigator
DBM3

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 7:16 PM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe to notify america las vegas has two professional sports teams and their players are already abusing our teens sexually and emotionally not under any
circumstances should any more pro sports teams be allowed to enter a city and state being run by degenerates and the only reason they're here is because the
Goodman's are taking bribes to stick it up people's asses which is all they've ever done since they started taking payments from the  feds to eat out the Vegas
real mafia
So help me God 
Sincerely 
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 4:59 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone when the kids and people of Las Vegas now exclaim go knights go it's not because they want the team the win they really don't
want them in the city anymore  We all realize they're a group of cowardly thieves who haven't any qualms in fixing games and taking food and joy away
from their fans and like usually the psychopathically sick jealous donkey owner and ceo were so jealous of Andre fleury they had donkeys throughout the
city blame the Stanley cup loss on him and then traded him  That's why in the early 1800s there were signs in store windows Irish need not apply because of
psychopathically jealous and abuse lowlifes like the CEO and gm of the knights and their child molesting degenerate cohort bishop George Thomas
So help me God sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 12:36 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe tom Cunningham and Jim Doherty Jr gave Frankie pizza a 3 dollar and 20 cent winner the other day and Frankie was then seen prancing around
Getty square saying all hail the Irish  idiaaaattttt
So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 29, 2022, 11:16 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I just read a statement by Justin Trudeau where he states that he realizes what Canadians want  A clean environment, good jobs, and a strong
economy  I believe just to remind you Justin, without the United States of America, none of that is possible



Right Bibi  Same for you schmucks
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 11:43 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I don't understand why every system in the state of Nevada appears to be acting functional, yet it takes a month out of appointment just to
discuss with someone the issue of getting a replacement or duplicate I D  or driver's license from the DMV  Why is this?
So help me god
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 10:26 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone that robert horseface is a very dangerous violent abusive stalker con artist liar thief child molester child molestation
pimp rapist priostitute beater and murderer, who Ive reported to 17 different agencies of law enforcement about, but because he feeds degenerates
like the mexicans on las vegas metro children to have sex with, hes been allowed to harm and stalk me and everyone i love for like 7 years now
Las vegas metro is the most criminal police department this country has ever seen of which federal authorities shouldve taken complete control of
the day after they and notb some jewish millionaire murdered 59 people on the vegas strip, divided up his money and then took 600000 of the
publics money to sweep and mop the tarmac
Right Bibi  You jew midget thief  I hope as your pal donald Chump is allowing Iran and North Korea to build significant nuclear capabilities that the
first country they wipe off the planet is yours  I'm in vegas if you got an issue with it midget, Cayuse dont the mafia find your children sir
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 10:12 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify all, if joe biden gets his way, as there isn't any such thing as any covid 19, and puts the country into a state of economic
depression, and puts all of you on bread lines, guess which institution in the world and this country has more than any other  The same one that
you allowed to rape my young loved ones and that is being run by child molesters in this country; so i strongly suggest you getb some vaseline to
prepare your cute little johnnys soft pink asshole for use and abuse
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 9:26 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe with Adam Paul Laxalt taking abreatehr and now returning, I support him as United States Senator fro Nevada against any of the two
democrat senators; and I strongly suggest, if in, he starts paying his 100% undivided attention at all situations
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones my babies ,my dogs and all of msy stolen belongings s

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 9 01 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe, though I have the utmost respect for Chris Wallace, and from certain views he looks just like his renowned father Mike Wallace, but
Mr  Chris Wallace, Joe Biden did not win the 2020 Presidential election, I did,  he and Donald Trump and playing a dog and pony show to
guarantee that there's never going to be a legitimate recount  
I believe, sadly as you give your reasoning to leave Fox Network, because you didn't like what the political pundits and political entertainment
show hosts were saying, when you are a legitimate journalist who asks legitimate questions, and not always of the softball nature, that you left
the station
Chris, that's like Peter Jennings leaving ABC because they showed cartoons on saturday  One set of programming has nothing to do with the
other  I wish you success at CNN
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 8:43 AM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe Frankie Schnazrooski, your guy Joey B was seen on the internet laughing it up with his buddies while all had a slice of pizza in
their hands  What letter of schmuck cant you find
P S  the group of senators have been removed as recipients of any further political writings
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the group of donkey senators I just removed when they
attend services at their next donkey church meeting presided over by lispy their contrary mary

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 8:31 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone besides the fact that the incomopetent career welfare fraud and donkey terrorist joe biden isnt the legitimate
president of the United States of America and the 100 girly men who call themselves senators have allowed him to give a ridiculous
amount of presidential decrees, I believe, he has now declared war on Russia or more specifically vladimir putin, and he is funding and
arming the Ukraine, his pseudo american army, with american money and american weaponry without Senate consent or approval,which is
all in blatant violation of the Federal war pwoers act I believ, and Id suggest to start articles of impeachment against the donkey terrorist
but that would validate his Presidency, I believe, insteda the marines should grab him by both armpits and drag the donkey piece of shit off
the property, like i saw the fremont street experience security group do to a defenseleess senior citizen man one evening outside the
Fremont Hotel and Casino
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the degenerate donkey stalker rapist and murderer
michael kennedy and the queen of his church, lispy the contrary Mary

On Sun, Mar 27, 2022 at 2:40 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone of a few things, I, Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd, now haven't any affiliation with the law firm Sullivan and
Cromwell, now or in any way after death  I am no longer affiliated with that law firm in any way  Also, I believe starting monday, i'm
starting anew email stream, and except for the supreme court and judicial and federal personnel and possibly the Papal Nuncio and Saint
Francis of Assisi Church in New York City, everyone else if i don't get a 1000 dollar payment with a notifying email, you are no longer
going to receive political emails from me
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Michelle Fenski of MOrgan Stanley in Los Angeles has stolen 1 million dollars from my boyfriend of my money and I want it



returned to me

On Sat, Mar 26, 2022 at 3:15 PM Donald Mckiegan  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone, i'm a professional horse and sports gambler also, but my bets are being tipped off so I can't make bets
anymore, instead I tipped out in the Flamingo hotel, what I called a double cinderella money line laitte concerning the March
Madness  Told them Arkansas +9 5 was going to win the game and that St  peters s +12 5 had a good chance of doing the same  If they
bet 1000 plus the 9 and 12 5 they would have won 2600  I told people it was a good flyer bet to wager 100 on a money line parlay of
betting Arkansas and St  Peters both to win their games, and they did  A 1000 bet would have returned 27000 a 100 dollar bet would
have returned 2700  I'm sure both wagers were made and i've yet to receive a free cup of coffee  So, all you visitors throughout the
country to las vegas, those from europe when they dine out the gratuity is included in the check, whereas in the United states it isn't
So many of them play stupid and dont tip  I'm suggesting you tell everyone you're from Geneva, or Warsaw, or Dublin and not tip
them because they don't either
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 1:05 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
Who's the leader of the gang and of the donkey jamboree donkey mouse  donkey mouse  donkey mouse  hold youre donkey ass
high
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 1:01 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I'm wondering if the donkey metro sergeant at planet hollywood, and his donkey detective friend andy hutchinson, and
their donkey nurse supervisor fart friend at the Mesquite hospital were at the Donkey jamboree in mesquite on March 12th
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 11:53 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone as soon as the legitimate switch is made and I'm installed in the white house all federal payments to
Gavin Newsom's nation state of california shall end immediately  Those receiving funding and who need medical of course
could move to a different, but this what is called sanction that wont stop until that another donkey con artist piece of shit resigns
for causing and prolonging this debacle in the Port Of Los Angeles with intent that is causing serious chaos in this country
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the donkey churchs matriarch: lispy the
donkey cunt  

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 11:03 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe just to notify you cowardly gumbas on arthur avenue, because your fearless leader is nothing but a nazi and donkey
flunkie, hence thats not Palisades Pizza, thats Donkey flunkies Pizzeria, all sorts of donkeys and their racist militant thugs are
ready to destroy and take control of your neighborhood if you dont atke him out  Not to worry, they have all sorts of tenements
in Hoboken and Newark that you can stomp grapes in with your dirty feet
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 10:50 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe with the casinos in Nevada reporting a record 11 months of 1 billion dollar revenue, though that doesnt equal
profits because if expenses exceed revenue the end result is a loss  I believe the city should get together a group of guys
from the detention center to remove all this debris from our city streets that have been there since the day I arrived here 8
yeras ago And I believe they should be given a little something something to use for their commissary purchases and Im not
referring to 10 dollars an hour  I believe we should be able to put these nasty Jaywalkers and shoplifters to work
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 23, 2022 at 7:16 PM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe it was rumored that Poland were nazi collaborators until the nazis didnt need them anymore and they steam
rolled all of there pierogi asses and then they whined and cried to the United States for help  I believe it isnt any a rumor
anymore, its a fact and I believe Vladimir Putin is absolutely certain of those so after he destroys the country formerly
known as the Ukraine hes going to do the same to Poland because he doesnt want these Nazi collaborators at his doorstep,
unless the juvenille, degenerate, incompetent Stevie Melonhead relinqishes the public office that he didnt win the election
to  And guess who got him installed  Dean Heller
Right Bibi  you are wearing your beaufont today Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Wed, Mar 23, 2022 at 6:50 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe, first I'M sad to read that Madam Secretary Madeleine Albright passed away  I believe she was a trailblazer
like Ginsberg and Thatcher  God be with you mam
I believe, to notify everyone, the commander at Pearl Harbor whenever he's comfortable has a contingent of fighter jets
to launch and deploy
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:28 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to remind everyone Judge shashinko is a blatant degenerate child molester who in conjunctioon with his
abusive bailiff terrorize young teen boys fed to their courtroom by the fat filipino child molester in the clerks office
They then have a list of teenage boys on probation who they all force themselves on sexually or pimp out for afee
under threat of incarceration if cooperation is denied  I believe all three of them need to be prosecuted for conspiracy
to commit murder and deserve extense prison terms because I havent any doubt some of those boys committed suicide
because they couldnt stop these degenerates from sticking their cocks in them or were murdered during sexuall trysts



Right Bibi  when you coming to vegas bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBm3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  ask lispy the donkey cunt m the
contrary mary who thinks shes better than the virgin mary  A significant amount of Irish, Filipino, and Mexicans only
use the Catholic church to hide behind to get away the abuse of children

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:22 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify the President of Mexico we have your country completely surrounded with the United States
Military to the North and the Central and South american militarys on the south and silent submarines in the Gulf, so
I suggest you keep sucking Joe Biden and Steve Austins cock or were going to completely decimate that dirty filthy
country where the people shit in their own water  And ypou can call every fucking nazi on the planet the want  I told
you  Im not the guy
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
5SG

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:20 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe recently at the Planet Fitness on Flamingo and Decatur where I'm also being stalked, two fat Mexicans
sat in the shower for over 45 minutes because they knew I wanted to use one and they stayed in there as long as
possible to deny me  In the locker room I refered to them as pests and then some geyser nazi took the high ground
and said who are pests people  I said some of them but you guys only call them people when theyre doing your
bidding once they stop you call them lowlife pieces of shit destroy their families and throw them in ovens  I
believe every time i enter that facility criminals are called and notified that im in there and if las vegas metro gets
the audio feed from earlier which they have IM syre theyll find out it bwas this geyser nazi clown who told his
two stooge fat mexicans to stay in the shower so I couldnt use one  All three of them and many of their employees
need to be apprehended detained and prosecuted or the entire location needs to be shut down
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:15 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe earlier today within minutes of entering the paris casino I was confronted by a tall black guy in a
security uniform, the same scenario that occurred approximately three weeks ago, as its blatantly obvious that
I'm being monitored and stalked and he was tipped off I was on my way to the Paris to use the mens room of
which on both occassions he denied me because he criminally asked me for an I D  which he doesnt have any
legal right to do so, and I refused to offer it  I believe, ive been in the Paris casino a significant amount of times
and I have never seen this security guard on the casino floor ever except bthe two times hes stalked harrassed
approached and terrorized me  I believe its blatantly obvious to me he is the dorrman, the bouncer, the monitor
of a very serious child prostitution enterprise that is happeneing in the Paris and in casinos all throughout las
vegas, and though he doesnt intimidate the clients nor me, I havent any doubt hes intimidating the children if
they refuse to capitulate sexually by threatening them with physical harm
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 10:16 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe so we all understand what's happened, that Charles Brakley is the only person to run for Governor
who didn't receive even one vote  hes so stupid he didnt even vote for himself  And, I believe, as concerning
Kobe Bryant's murder, its always the underboss, and regarding Kobe, there were four underbosses  All any
legitimate investigator needs to do, and i'm not referring to Lispy the Donkey cunt or the dirty Philipino con
artist attorney general of claifornia, is to look into the activities of those who had the most stature to gain by
Kobe's demise  Jerry Buss, or the Buss Family  Lebron james  Charles Barkley, and Shaq O'neal  I guarantee
if an investigator looks into their actvities a few eeks before Kobe entered that helicopter, theyll realize those
four were involved in his murder  Kobe Bryant was like the President of Los Angeles, and just like JFK, all
sorts of jealous degenerate lowlifes, like Gavin Newson and Lispy the donkey cunt, because therers nothing
sicker on the human planet than the jealous donkey mind, all wanted Kobe dead  That wasn't any accident
Right Bibi  Does anyone have Bibi's official address in Israel, I got a Bouffant wig I want to send to the bald
midget
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 12:34 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe as very little is being reported anymore about the chaos in haiti and as biden seeks to create his
own personal Vietnam in the Ukraine, though he doesnt offer 10 dollars to Haitians seeking help of which
many Haitians have ventured to the United States, its because as Joe Biden wants reprots not sending
funding, its because the donkey terrorist lowlife is in the smugglers nowq running the country  It can't be
any more obvious
Right Bibi  Are you a smuggler Bibi  NO not a snuggler, a smuggler  I picked out your beaufont
So help me god
sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask all of the donkey child
molesters who are infesting and infecting the proper functioning of the entire state of nevada

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:31 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to again state that any city that has a degenerate child molesting catholic bishop is on the verge
of being destroyed, take a good look at Bridgeport, Baltimore, New York City now, Las Vegas and San
Francisco  All staffed by nazi appointed child molesting catholic bishops who use the filipino and the
mexican donations, because Europeans are leaving that church in droves, to pay off cops, so they can fuck
little boys in the ass in the rectroy behind closed doors as all five of those cities are probably all now being
run by degenerates  Las Vegas, San Francisco, and New York City for sure
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:23 AM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe LLoyd Austin is another of Joe Biden's Mickey Mouse incompetent Clintonian beautiful
mosaic loopy nuts  I'm wondering how many times Austin visited the donkey clown mckenzie in



afghanistan and had three ways with female cadets in Mackenzies tent while young americans were
dying in ridiculous numbers  This is Joe Bioden's america  Donkey IRS terrorist who didnt win the
elction, and just like as all these donkey clowns are getting all sorts of people murderered in las vegas,
joe biden and his donkey clown assiciates are getting all sorts of defenseless people whacked all
throughout the world  At least he doesnt wear a Bouffant like Rand Paul does
Right Bibi  Bibi if I dress you up in Vegas could I put you in  a beaufont  
Like Carolyn
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are all of my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings / ask all of the
donkey pieces of shit who think its a game to play with other defenseless peoples lives rather than a
crime, which is what it is

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:02 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe if the nazi politician from Tampa needs a little help he could visit Marco Lubio in his office
if he hasnt already done so and Im wondering has Tom Cruise visited the Tampa, St  Pete, Clearwater
area lately
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  ask lispy and michael
kennedy

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 11:03 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to remind everyone Robert Horseface is a very dangerous, violent, degenerate, con artist,
stalker, liar, parasite, child molester, thief, child molestation pimp, rapist and murderer, who has
been stalking, monitoring, terrorizing and emotionally and physically harming me and everyone I
love since the day I met him 6 years ago  I believe, hes still in business because somehow hes turned
gavin newsom into his puppet, must have videos of him having sex with teenagers, like he does,
sherryl crow, wendell crow, the anorexic courtney cox and more, maybe even stamos and others, so
gavin Newson cant have him arrested  So just whack the lowlife Gavin  Youre the Governor
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Girly men

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 10:52 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify, the very dangerous criminal stalker, rapist and murderer in the U S  attorney's
office in salt lake city, Michael Kennedy, in their efforts to undermine the safety of all the
mormons in the state and subjugate them, his most significant partner in crime is now Mitt
Romney  I told yas all not to elect that piece of shit
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones y babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 10:16 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe the fag on the morning show, reported earlier, that Elsie the cow gave birth to three
golden hoo hoos at the las vegas zoo's infirmiry and that Joe Lombardo was there to conduct a
contingent of las vegas metro officers in singing, "welcome to my world " Elsie then proceeded
to pee on Joe's pant leg because it didn't reach his ankles
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:32 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe Marsha Blackburn is loopy  She even looks loopy  I believe, with that hair she has,
she should at least get a bouffant like Carolyn Goodman and Rand Paul  I believe, shes
making ridiculous claims that Vladimir Putin is a war hungry invader thirsty tyrant, when
other than the Ukraine, I can't recall Russia being in too many military actions during his
leadership  I believe, if Marsha is going to keep her hair like that she should like wear a
Minnie Pearl hat to cover it up  Right Cindy
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the
beaufanteers  

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:16 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe im wondering if at next year's Nevada's Governor's ball theyre going to serve lo
mein and fried rice to the invited guests and if all, as Nevada has become the forced teenage
prostitution capital of the world if theyll all receive a nice little fortune cookie to take with
them, of course, provided by the law and order candidate  Cha ching
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings
Ask lispy the donkey cunt law and order person  Cha ching

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:07 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe, i'm just wondering, how many of you recall me notifying you that little Howie
was in an orphanage  it says so on his website
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3



On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:04 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe as Joe Biden is turning the Ukraine into his own personal Vietnam, a military
conflict he shall prolong that the United States probably doesnt belong in, just to district
from his actual incompetence, I believe, as the President of the Ukraine has abandoned
the Ukranian people and has left the country, I believe, the Ukranian generals should
engage and join the soviets, and take the american weaponry and not until the
degenerate scumbag steve sisolak leaves the public office he didnt win, just all align
and start attacking Poland
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 11 55 AM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe regarding ahnold, I spoke to a few of his formers and they all agreed it's wee
willie winkle or nowadays wee willie wrinkle  And they all said that though they dont
show many behind shots of him in the movies he does walk a little funny, somewhat
up on his tippy toes
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogsm, and all of my stolen belongings

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 2:46 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe because Ahhhnoooollldd tok so many professors hoo hoos throughout
college, hence a physical education degree, duh, that it was rumored he really a
little bitch on campus, albeit with all sorts of big muscles but except where it
counts
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 11:18 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I just read a propaganda driven article concerning a guy named Jake
Hoffman in Tampa who is making the ridiculous claim, that Tampa and the
Tampa area is a chosen destination for young Republicans, when I believe,
Tampa is a haven and is being dominated by Liberal Democrat criminals who are
harboring child molesting terrorist priests like Kevin Tortorelli and possibly
others, and I believe, this guy Jake Hoffman, the so called champion of young
Republicansd in  Tampa is working in cahoots with these democrat criminals and
the scientologists who are illegally taking over Clearwater, to entice young
Republicans to move to Tampa, so they then could all exploit and subjugate them
I believe Governor Desantis shouldnt offer this guy Jake Hoffman one hand of
support until Hoffman stops the propaganda and starts to confront the criminal
democrat, abusive machine dominating Tampa
Right Bibi  You've been to Tampa  You were the gRand Marshall of their Borscht
belt parade
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings
Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 11 05 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, Judge Jeanine, I just read, you have pigs for pets  Lol  Whatever you
do, dont call me babe  Call Chuck Schumer babe
Right BIbi
So help me God
sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs,, and all of my stolen belongings

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10 52 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as so many people in this world simply grandstand about issues
while seeking attention with the intent of doing nothing, or not even having
the ability to do anything, I believe, after reading an article from the
ArchDiocese of San Francisco, a city in blatant disarray, it mentions stigma
against people with mental illness  Quite honestly after I was shot at as a
scholarship student at Columbia University, ive been afflicted with major
depression for over 30 years, and have met and interacted with all sorts of
mental health care supposed providers  I believe, and I dont have a doubt, the
most significant stigma, and the most significant abuse against those with
psychiatric and emotional concerns is done by those within the industry and
not outsiders  providers stigmatizing their own customers
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mxckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, Interpol and the international powers that be should really
consider apprehending Donald Trump, Michael Bloomberg, Christopher
Robbin, and Henry Burns of the CIA for the theft of the most valuable
painting in the world: The Mona Lisa  The Mona Lisa is on Donald
Chump's property at Mar A Lago  Ive seen the pictures



So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:38 AM donald mckiegan
 wrote:

I believe, just to remind everyone, it was the nazis and the axis powers
and not the american irish,, but the donkeys in ireland who fought against
the allies in world war2, as the IRA sought to take down the British
empire  So of course the nazi prostitute, schwarzengroper, who used to
take the hoo hoo from professors to pay for college, you dont believe he
got good grades o you, is coming to support his IRA terrorist associate
who has criminally commandeered the white house  Zing heil,
AHHHRRRNNNOOOLLLDDD
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:33 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe it ain't so, Joe  Dean Heller says he wants 1 from column a and
1 from column b right away  And, I believe, rumor has it that my peeps
have told me that the reason Joe Lombardo was in hiding was because
he was in the Betty Ford clinic in California for alcohol abuse
rehabilitation  It didn't work, because Lombardo loves abusing
whatever he can get away with abusing because he's a Mafioso  ask him
he'll tell you so
Right Bibi  Youre one too
Sohelp me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 6:21 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, I read an article about a brilliant proposal two days ago, to
reduce and return the country's national speed limit to 55 in an effort
to reduce fuel oil consumption on a daily basis  and I believe whoever
suggested that suggested the absolutely appropriate action to take  I
believe, when a country is in turmoil sometimes it's best to retract in
some areas and to calm the throttle as I believe would be appropriate
concerning the speed limit  Joe Biden is a clueless con man who has
this country positioned on a train to an economic disaster
I believe, the last thing we should be throttling down is the money
supply as FDR proved during his brilliant new deal intervention, that
might have saved this country from complete ruin and collapse  We
have gasoline prices hovering around 5 dollars a gallon  The congress
just stopped the stimulus aid to the economy and the American
public, and if the fed raises interest rates to calm the money flow in
our economy, it might in a very quick collapse like action, push this
country back into a recession  which is probably that degenerate
Biden's agenda anyway  I believe returning our country's freeways
maximum speed limit is an excellent temporary way to reduce fuel
use and cost and I believe, Senator Gary Peters is the definite
appropriate Senator to introduce such legislation  He's from the motor
state
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 11:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as Joe Lombardo has reappeared out of hiding, and as I
reported after the senile president of Italy signed an independent
Italian? Chinese agreement, that soon the Italians, not the Sicilains,
shall be working for the chinese  So, I believe, im asking everyone
at metro headquarters to ask say it aint so joe, to practice in front of
them a very prominent New York City saying, that goes like this, "
No ticky, no shirtie "
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 10 56 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as all of these over the hill non accomplished politicians
keep chiming in, they all have one thing in common  Naziism
Hillary Clinton is affiliated with Lee Bollinger of Columbia and
she calls Russia's sanctions a lifetime achievement award, when
in fact, the only thing Hillary Clinton has ever achieved, is
working over minorities and using their backs to get into
mansions to live in and serious amounts of money, while except
for the very talented few, most of the minorities live close to the
poverty level or below it
I believe, Arnold Schwazzeneger, the gropenator from California,
says Nazis didnt start the invasion, because he is one,  He's from
Austria  he built up and then left a significant Nazi infrastructure
throughout California after his Nazi friends in the media created a
frenzy to get Grey Davis recalled because he wanted to raise
motor vehicle fees to balance the budget  Criminals rarely admit
to their crimes
So help me God
Sincerely



Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3  

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 10:45 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe the reason for joe biden's propaganda driven assault
on Vladimir Putin, is because when the degenerate senator Ron
Johnson of Wisconsin who protected Timothy Dolan and his
child molesting clan in Milwaukee is a guy who was having sex
with teenage boys in hawks GYm in las Vegas, ask Chris Grigg
he has the pictures, when Johnson sought to enter Russia
afterwards Vlady said no and sent him home  I believe, now
because its the U S  Senators who got their degenerate good old
boy Joe Biden installed as President when he didn't win the
election, now in an act of retaliation Biden is seeking to push
Putin out of Russia
I believe, what's really happening though, is that the Ukraine
and the Ukrainian people are being destroyed, America is
wasting money on a fabricated situation it doesnt belong
involved in  And just like Lyndon Johnson and Vietnam, Biden
is going to employ the conflict as a diversionary tactic, to divert
from the fact he doesnt have a clue how to run a real
government, and hes been nothing but a career scumbag, who
thinks his shit dont stink because hes another donkey con artist
who has gotten away with all sorts of crimes in Delaware, and
from the fact that he and the Clintons and George Pataki and
others all knew about the attacks of 9/11 before they happened
because the attacks mastermind is a degenerate IRA terrorist
masquerading as a priest in St Petersburg Florida by the name
of Kevin Tortorelli, who when the attacks occured had
significant church affiliations in Boston and New York
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 9:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I'm notifying everyone again, do not believe this
bullshit being provided to the world by image conscious
countries like Iran and North Korea, and their bogus launch
failures  It's too much of a coincidence that both North Korea
and Iran within a month of each other have failed launches
for the entire world to see  That is called a crock of shit  And
no Iranian scientist was murdered because his arm was
sticking out of a SUV with supposedly his ring on it  Come to
the real world Israel  Bibi I want you to purchase for me and
deliver to me Lucky Luciano's famous ring
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 8:19 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe there isn't any chance whatsoever that the Ukraine
is going to win this battle, and I believe, Zelensky has fed
the country, because the ukrainian people realize he started
this situation, and I believe, as Ukrainian people are the
victims here, it is incredibly irresponsible for him to keep
asking the west for more weapons so he could feed his
defenseless people to the Russians  I believe, Zelensky
should step down as President and lets start to rebuild a
new Russian/Ukranian relationship that doesnt include an
incompetent con man like Zelensky  It is absolutely
inappropriate for him to keep asking the west to help him to
feed his defenseless people to the Russian army
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 8:15 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, whomever in the western world who convinced
the Ukrainian President Zelensky that he and they were
going to be able to create a concerning, troubling and
actually threatening western installation on Russia's
doorstep, duped that man; and quite unfortunately the
Ukrainian people are the one's paying the price for this
western fabricated confrontation, as some clowns in the
west want to call this a war, when it really is a
defensively driven invasion  I believe this situation could
have and shouldve been easily de-escalated before it
started, as there were those in the west and i'm very
concerned it was Blinken and Biden, who convinced
Zelensky, who is obviously not a career politician, that to
stand up to mother Russia was worth the risk, when it
was not  I believe Joe Biden and his incompetent Bill
Diblasio type beuracrats need to get out of that mess and
im imploring, if he has the option, Russia's president
Vladimir Putin, to please stop the bloodshed  Let's have a
brief cease fire and let the country's in that region in that
region work their issues out together
I believe, Vice President Harris, if North Korea or Iran
seek to launch on our allies South Korea and Israel, do
not hesitate to take either or both of them off of the map
This is a fabricated scam  This is not a test Kamala  If
you're with me it's because you're able to handle the job
and not for any other reason  The only use I have for
tokens is to gain access to the subway system in NYC



Vlady lets bring this back to the table and off of the
battlefield  
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 4:26 PM donald mckiegan
 wrote:

I believe I was recently told I have a whole in my liver
as I'm  coughing blood up constantly  I believe, the
clown scum doctors at sunrise hospital have repeatedly
told me my liver function tests return normal in blatant
contrast to the reality and every emergency room I
enter now refuses to run blood tests on me because the
liver test results are going to show exactly the opposite
of what those piece of shit medical prescribers at
Sunrise hospital have told me and treated me as, in
blatant acts of attempted murder
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 1:16 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe,

Joe castelli made a smelly
and then he made a fart
he pranced around san diego
claiming hes sir lancelot
he told all the san diegoans 
hes adept at the old soft shoe
and hes really a vegan with a big fat ass
and they should all be too

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 1:06 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe so were all on the same page here, and im
not referring to a group of degenerate senators gang
raping a teenager in a washington dc hotel room,
Rick Scott's plan is to tell everyone he has a plan,
when he doesnt have a plan  Now, thats a man with
a plan  Just dont tell him he looks like popeye the
sailor man  Toot  Toot
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mvckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and
all of my stolen belongings  Ask say it ain't so Joe,
who just went back into hiding

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 10:37 AM donald
mckiegan <  wrote:

I believe after reading a statement by Senator
Rick Scott of Florida, it's very evident he's
simply a George W  Idiot boot stomping
wannabe  I'm going to do this and I'm going to do
that but he doesnt say what he's going to do, just
that he's got a plan  And then he runs off facts
that any college student in the country has access
to  medicare's in trouble  The postal pension is in
trouble  So what are you going to do about itr
Rick? Hey I g0ot a plan  Well, what is it  Not
telling ya  I'm just a boot stomper like George W
Idiot  
They all believe in God  They all believe in this
country  What they all believe in is feeding the
American public as much bullshit as possible so
they can stay in office  Imagine he shook
600,000 hands and didnt contract the
Corona Virus yet  I believe Rick Scott was a con
artist as the Governor and he's a con artist now
Like Mitt Romney, just wants an office, any
office, to exploit the American public and the
American money for their own personal gain  
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs,
and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 10:28 AM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe as Joe Lombardo is a very seriously
manipulative con man where if the feds
checked his bank accounts they'd realize he
took a significant payoffm to deny a legitimate
investigation into the attacks of 9/11  So I
believe, as I say it ain't so Joe, was in hiding,
and not gone, why did he pick today of all days
to reappear before the Nevada Public  And I
believe, the question needs to be asked who
and what was he hiding from the past 1 or 2
months  I believe, with Lombardo away from
the control center, Las Vegas Metro was an
entirely different police department, but, as I



wrote, Joe Lombardo is a criminal not a
lawman, and the question needs to be asked,
why of all days did he choose today as the day
to reappear  I believe, because of Joe
Lombardo, Andy Hutchinson, and Steve
Wolfson, this police department, especially
those three have more tricks in their repertoire
than Felix the cat
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, muy
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask Joe
Lombardo  he's the Sheriff isn't he

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 9:34 AM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe regarding the situation in the
Ukraine, I haven't any doubt that Vladimir
Putin and the Russian Government have any
qualms with the Ukrainian people, I believe,
the issue is with the Ukrainian government,
and I believe, as long as joe biden continues
to support without reason or justification, a
non nato country of the eastern bloc, hes the
clown putting all of the Ukranians people's
lives at risk  
I believe the Ukrainian government should
cease operations, and the powers that be, that
do business with and in the Ukraine, should
help establish a new and non confrontational
to Russia government in the Ukraine
I believe, regardless of the bullshit and
propaganda being spewed by Joe Biden and
some senators, the United States of America
doesnt have any business entering into this
situation, and if it wasn't for Biden and
Chump now playing good cop bad cop games
with everyone, this conflict might have been
over maybe days or more ago
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 4:01 PM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe and im certain, theres a cluster of
homosexual mostly, degenerate, white
trash, Irish perverts who are terrorizing all
sorts of teenagers in Las Vegas, just like
those degenerates did in Grand Junction  I
believe, the intensity and frequency of the
attacks against teens here in las Vegas has
increased significantly ever since the
degenerate, white trash, perverted,
homosexual, irish, child molester George
Thomas took control of the Diocese of Las
Vegas, and I believe, they all need to be
apprehended, detained and prosecuted as
quickly as possible; as theyre and those
who are refusing to act are putting the
lkives of all sorts of helpless defenseless
teenagers at risk
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 3:51 PM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe, as ive been writing for possibly
7 years now, Michael kennedy of the
U S  Attorney's office in  Salt Lake City
is a dangerous stalker and criminal and
not a legitimate agent of law
enforcement  I believe, every employee
in that office has and had been notified of
this and rather than seek to stop his
criminal activity, which is undermining
the safety of the entire state, I believe,
the juvenile glowns in that office instead
sought to take down and fabricate an
action against my associate Gary Hebert
I believe this is simply another example
of the juvenile antics that supposed
agents of law enforcement throughout
this country are deploying against
defenseless, innocent, and trusting
americans   
I believe, the other evening after I was
denied proper medical  treatment in the
Centennial Hill's emergency room, where
when I might have multiple fractures and



spitting up blood they gave me a motrin
and discharged me, "They just a different
set of criminals, in a different set of
clothes "
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, ,my babies, my
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings
Ask Lispy and Michael and George
Thomas and Diana Sullivan and Eve
Hannan  The s,mall cluster of donkey
child abusers infesting las vegas  

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 3:31 PM
donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, Gavin, you should tell the
people of the great state of California,
when Joe Biden lets them down, Gavin
Mcloed won't
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies,
my dogs, and aloof my stolen
belongings
Ask Lisp[i and Michael

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 12 08 PM
donald mckiegan

wrote:
I believe as Gavin Newsom should
now realize that his bosom buddy joe
biden, the career con artist and
welfare fraud, who didn't win the
election, is possibly on the verge of
putting 100000 Californians out on
the street as they sought to make
people dependent on these miniscule
stimulus checks, while not one
person probably was assisted to find
and develop self sustainability, joe
Biden, rather than tapering down the
help, within a month is simply going
to just end the Corona Virus funding
to americans
I believe it's imperative upon
Newsom and hopefully some other
legitimate politicians in California to
create some program, any program,
to keep these vulnerable people
domiciled in a bona fide residence,
and then assist them all to find self
sustainability as quickly as possible
The United States of America, is the
most ingenuous country in the world,
we are not a welfare state, and to
write I told you so, that and 5 dollars
gets me on the Deuce in las Vegas  I
believe its imperative that Newsom
and other california politicians start
taking action now, to keep cities
within, people, Californians and the
state itself from destabilizing
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
The real president of The United
States
where are my loved ones, my babies,
my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Ask Lispy the donkey
cunt and her criminal associate
Micahel; Kennedy, the perpetual
stalker, rapist, and murderer

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 4:32 PM
donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe its sad to realize some of
these bullshit scams these
incompetent politicians play with
people  Mike Bonin who Ive
realized is a fraud for a while now,
brags about housing like 30 for a
few eeks for 100 thousand dollars
wow  That ain't cheap  They need
jobs  And now he's constantly
hawking how he wants to help end
homelessness because he realizes,
while nobody helped anyone to
become self sufficient during this
bullshit shutdown, and turned them
all into dependents waiting for
welfare checks, those checks are



about to end, and all of those
people are on the verge on hitting
the street, so Bonin keeps covering
his ass while claiming he wants to
help the homeless, while realizing
his bullshit and nonsense is about
to create 100000 of them
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  Ask Bonin's
protectors  Lispy the Donkey Cunt
And Michael the stalker rapist
murderer Kennedy

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 1:33 PM
donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe the entire country is
now having a good laugh and
realizing how much of a bullshit
artist Barack Obama is as he's
now telling everyone he has
covid 19  I believe he should be
put in a  quarantined hotel room
in Sacramento where he has to
switch rooms every 4 doors for
safety purposes  I believe, if he
has covid 19, this con artist, and
degenerate criminal was actually
born in hawaii
So help me god
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  
Ask Lispy the donkey cunt and
her accomplis in crime Michael
kennedy, the perpetual stalker,
rap[ist and murderer

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 1:27
PM donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe the bullshit being
spewed by our incompent
politicians and the neo nazi
child molesting pope is a
global disgrace  One clown
representing the guy in the
whitye house says Putin is
frustrated  Another clown says
Ukraine is winning the war
Then the child molesting nazi
puppet pope calls it a
massacre  These are serious
incompetent, fraudulent,
degenerate child molesters
doing the bidding of a global
neo nazi enterprise run by the
real Nazi Pope and not his
child molesting degenerate
nazi wannabe puppet
There's no massacre  Vladimir
Putin wants the west off of his
doorstep and he has every right
to protect Russia in doing so
These are neo nazi
propagandists who just like
without forensi evidence
theyre blaming people for
crimes they didnt commit in
America, theyre not seeking to
make vladimir Putin and
Russia the great enemy, when I
believe, my guys Vlady and Xi
must remain strong, and if they
need to hit Poland next, they
should do so, because as many
accused Poland of being nazi
collaborators until the Nazis
didnt need them anymore,
which is what they do to
egveryone, I believe, the
evidence is overwhelming to
the contrary
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  Ask Lispy
the Donkey Cunt, and Michael



kennedy, the perpetual stalker,
rapist and murderer  They;ll
tell you

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 1:13
PM donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe, as the plastic faced
gumba bimbo, Nany Pelosi
makes some ridiculous
statement about people
growing up, which many of
us did many years ago,





Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Wed, Jun 15, 2022, 6:49 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe when Melissa McNeil says these victims don't need to return to court she's acting more like a prosecutor than a defense attorney and Nikolas Cruz's entire defense
team needs to be removed as innefectual council and I with the assistance of lawyer Virginia Drogo need to take control of nikolas's defense
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022, 10:29 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I read today that Joe Biden considers Rupert Murdoch the biggest human criminal ever  Even more so than Vladimir Putin, when its the career welfare fraud, IRA
terrorist operative Joe Biden, who sat in the senate for 30 years and did absolutely nothing, who didnt win the Presidential election, I did, who is nothing but a sneaky
vindictive little con artist and bitch who attacks everyone who disagrees with him  I believe the Russian invasion of the UKraine would have ended weeks ago if Joe Biden
did not declare war on Vladimir Putin and wasn't illegally sending money and American weapons to the Ukraine without Senate approval as all he keeps doing is finding
the Ukrainian people to the Russians like mice to a snake  Though the real snake is the IRA terrorist groper in the White HOuse
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies , my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 10:15 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe there's an attorney in Nashville named Tim Warnock who coerced and possibly forced Sheryl Crow, who now follows me on Instagram,  to file documents in
the Davidson County Court that were all full of lies about me  I believe this lawyer must be sanctioned by the State Bar of Tennessee for doing so  What he did was
blatantly fraudulent and corrupt activity and he needs to be held responsible
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 10 02 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 8:37 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe i read an article about the Nikolas Cruz case in Florida, where it claimed he was deemed guilty he wasn't deemed guilty, he was blatantly denied due
process and a speedy trial and he was forced to plead guilty, any person involving themselves in that jury selection process needs to have their citizenship canceled
get the list Jeanine
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
coronavirus, world war, the plague, multiple typhoons  It doesnt matter you cant hold people incarcerated indefinitely and not give them a trial  he shouldve been put
on trial or released and judge scherer and the scam artists working with the Parkland Police and other cops just waited him out  Blatant violation of due process  But
now in america we have donkey process not due process

On Mon, Apr 4, 2022 at 4:48 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe and I'm certain this is a Nazi propaganda driven world war here and Joe Biden is the enemy as is Donald chump and Obama so again I'm ordering the
commanders on the American border the commanders on the central American border the commanders of the naval instillations in the gulf and the Pacific and the
commander at pearl harbor to roll the choice is yours either you want a future or you suck donkey ass for the rest of your lives I'd roll if I were all of you
DBM3
5sg

On Mon, Apr 4, 2022, 12:40 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe Charles Brakley never won anything in college  Never won anything in the pros  Never won anything in politics and they only are giving him
broadcasting awards to keep his animal ass under control
I mean sadly, he and Shaq weren't really talented basketball players, they both just used their fat asses to push other players out of the way and the refs never
stopped them  Those two couldn't hit the side of a barn with a rincoln Navigator
DBM3

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 7:16 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify america las vegas has two professional sports teams and their players are already abusing our teens sexually and emotionally not under any
circumstances should any more pro sports teams be allowed to enter a city and state being run by degenerates and the only reason they're here is because the
Goodman's are taking bribes to stick it up people's asses which is all they've ever done since they started taking payments from the  feds to eat out the Vegas
real mafia
So help me God 
Sincerely 
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 4:59 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone when the kids and people of Las Vegas now exclaim go knights go it's not because they want the team the win they really don't
want them in the city anymore  We all realize they're a group of cowardly thieves who haven't any qualms in fixing games and taking food and joy away
from their fans and like usually the psychopathically sick jealous donkey owner and ceo were so jealous of Andre fleury they had donkeys throughout the
city blame the Stanley cup loss on him and then traded him  That's why in the early 1800s there were signs in store windows Irish need not apply because of
psychopathically jealous and abuse lowlifes like the CEO and gm of the knights and their child molesting degenerate cohort bishop George Thomas
So help me God sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 12:36 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe tom Cunningham and Jim Doherty Jr gave Frankie pizza a 3 dollar and 20 cent winner the other day and Frankie was then seen prancing around
Getty square saying all hail the Irish  idiaaaattttt
So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 29, 2022, 11:16 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I just read a statement by Justin Trudeau where he states that he realizes what Canadians want  A clean environment, good jobs, and a strong
economy  I believe just to remind you Justin, without the United States of America, none of that is possible
Right Bibi  Same for you schmucks
So help me God
Sincerely



Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 11:43 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I don't understand why every system in the state of Nevada appears to be acting functional, yet it takes a month out of appointment just to
discuss with someone the issue of getting a replacement or duplicate I D  or driver's license from the DMV  Why is this?
So help me god
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 10:26 AM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone that robert horseface is a very dangerous violent abusive stalker con artist liar thief child molester child molestation
pimp rapist priostitute beater and murderer, who Ive reported to 17 different agencies of law enforcement about, but because he feeds degenerates
like the mexicans on las vegas metro children to have sex with, hes been allowed to harm and stalk me and everyone i love for like 7 years now
Las vegas metro is the most criminal police department this country has ever seen of which federal authorities shouldve taken complete control of
the day after they and notb some jewish millionaire murdered 59 people on the vegas strip, divided up his money and then took 600000 of the
publics money to sweep and mop the tarmac
Right Bibi  You jew midget thief  I hope as your pal donald Chump is allowing Iran and North Korea to build significant nuclear capabilities that the
first country they wipe off the planet is yours  I'm in vegas if you got an issue with it midget, Cayuse dont the mafia find your children sir
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 10:12 AM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe to notify all, if joe biden gets his way, as there isn't any such thing as any covid 19, and puts the country into a state of economic
depression, and puts all of you on bread lines, guess which institution in the world and this country has more than any other  The same one that
you allowed to rape my young loved ones and that is being run by child molesters in this country; so i strongly suggest you getb some vaseline to
prepare your cute little johnnys soft pink asshole for use and abuse
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 9:26 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe with Adam Paul Laxalt taking abreatehr and now returning, I support him as United States Senator fro Nevada against any of the two
democrat senators; and I strongly suggest, if in, he starts paying his 100% undivided attention at all situations
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones my babies ,my dogs and all of msy stolen belongings s

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 9 01 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe, though I have the utmost respect for Chris Wallace, and from certain views he looks just like his renowned father Mike Wallace, but
Mr  Chris Wallace, Joe Biden did not win the 2020 Presidential election, I did,  he and Donald Trump and playing a dog and pony show to
guarantee that there's never going to be a legitimate recount  
I believe, sadly as you give your reasoning to leave Fox Network, because you didn't like what the political pundits and political entertainment
show hosts were saying, when you are a legitimate journalist who asks legitimate questions, and not always of the softball nature, that you left
the station
Chris, that's like Peter Jennings leaving ABC because they showed cartoons on saturday  One set of programming has nothing to do with the
other  I wish you success at CNN
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 8:43 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe Frankie Schnazrooski, your guy Joey B was seen on the internet laughing it up with his buddies while all had a slice of pizza in
their hands  What letter of schmuck cant you find
P S  the group of senators have been removed as recipients of any further political writings
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the group of donkey senators I just removed when they
attend services at their next donkey church meeting presided over by lispy their contrary mary

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 8:31 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone besides the fact that the incomopetent career welfare fraud and donkey terrorist joe biden isnt the legitimate
president of the United States of America and the 100 girly men who call themselves senators have allowed him to give a ridiculous
amount of presidential decrees, I believe, he has now declared war on Russia or more specifically vladimir putin, and he is funding and
arming the Ukraine, his pseudo american army, with american money and american weaponry without Senate consent or approval,which is
all in blatant violation of the Federal war pwoers act I believ, and Id suggest to start articles of impeachment against the donkey terrorist
but that would validate his Presidency, I believe, insteda the marines should grab him by both armpits and drag the donkey piece of shit off
the property, like i saw the fremont street experience security group do to a defenseleess senior citizen man one evening outside the
Fremont Hotel and Casino
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the degenerate donkey stalker rapist and murderer
michael kennedy and the queen of his church, lispy the contrary Mary

On Sun, Mar 27, 2022 at 2:40 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone of a few things, I, Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd, now haven't any affiliation with the law firm Sullivan and
Cromwell, now or in any way after death  I am no longer affiliated with that law firm in any way  Also, I believe starting monday, i'm
starting anew email stream, and except for the supreme court and judicial and federal personnel and possibly the Papal Nuncio and Saint
Francis of Assisi Church in New York City, everyone else if i don't get a 1000 dollar payment with a notifying email, you are no longer
going to receive political emails from me
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Michelle Fenski of MOrgan Stanley in Los Angeles has stolen 1 million dollars from my boyfriend of my money and I want it
returned to me



On Sat, Mar 26, 2022 at 3:15 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone, i'm a professional horse and sports gambler also, but my bets are being tipped off so I can't make bets
anymore, instead I tipped out in the Flamingo hotel, what I called a double cinderella money line laitte concerning the March
Madness  Told them Arkansas +9 5 was going to win the game and that St  peters s +12 5 had a good chance of doing the same  If they
bet 1000 plus the 9 and 12 5 they would have won 2600  I told people it was a good flyer bet to wager 100 on a money line parlay of
betting Arkansas and St  Peters both to win their games, and they did  A 1000 bet would have returned 27000 a 100 dollar bet would
have returned 2700  I'm sure both wagers were made and i've yet to receive a free cup of coffee  So, all you visitors throughout the
country to las vegas, those from europe when they dine out the gratuity is included in the check, whereas in the United states it isn't
So many of them play stupid and dont tip  I'm suggesting you tell everyone you're from Geneva, or Warsaw, or Dublin and not tip
them because they don't either
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 1 05 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
Who's the leader of the gang and of the donkey jamboree donkey mouse  donkey mouse  donkey mouse  hold youre donkey ass
high
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 1:01 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I'm wondering if the donkey metro sergeant at planet hollywood, and his donkey detective friend andy hutchinson, and
their donkey nurse supervisor fart friend at the Mesquite hospital were at the Donkey jamboree in mesquite on March 12th
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 11:53 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone as soon as the legitimate switch is made and I'm installed in the white house all federal payments to
Gavin Newsom's nation state of california shall end immediately  Those receiving funding and who need medical of course
could move to a different, but this what is called sanction that wont stop until that another donkey con artist piece of shit resigns
for causing and prolonging this debacle in the Port Of Los Angeles with intent that is causing serious chaos in this country
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the donkey churchs matriarch: lispy the
donkey cunt  

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 11:03 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe just to notify you cowardly gumbas on arthur avenue, because your fearless leader is nothing but a nazi and donkey
flunkie, hence thats not Palisades Pizza, thats Donkey flunkies Pizzeria, all sorts of donkeys and their racist militant thugs are
ready to destroy and take control of your neighborhood if you dont atke him out  Not to worry, they have all sorts of tenements
in Hoboken and Newark that you can stomp grapes in with your dirty feet
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 10:50 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe with the casinos in Nevada reporting a record 11 months of 1 billion dollar revenue, though that doesnt equal
profits because if expenses exceed revenue the end result is a loss  I believe the city should get together a group of guys
from the detention center to remove all this debris from our city streets that have been there since the day I arrived here 8
yeras ago And I believe they should be given a little something something to use for their commissary purchases and Im not
referring to 10 dollars an hour  I believe we should be able to put these nasty Jaywalkers and shoplifters to work
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 23, 2022 at 7:16 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe it was rumored that Poland were nazi collaborators until the nazis didnt need them anymore and they steam
rolled all of there pierogi asses and then they whined and cried to the United States for help  I believe it isnt any a rumor
anymore, its a fact and I believe Vladimir Putin is absolutely certain of those so after he destroys the country formerly
known as the Ukraine hes going to do the same to Poland because he doesnt want these Nazi collaborators at his doorstep,
unless the juvenille, degenerate, incompetent Stevie Melonhead relinqishes the public office that he didnt win the election
to  And guess who got him installed  Dean Heller
Right Bibi  you are wearing your beaufont today Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Wed, Mar 23, 2022 at 6:50 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe, first I'M sad to read that Madam Secretary Madeleine Albright passed away  I believe she was a trailblazer
like Ginsberg and Thatcher  God be with you mam
I believe, to notify everyone, the commander at Pearl Harbor whenever he's comfortable has a contingent of fighter jets
to launch and deploy
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:28 PM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe to remind everyone Judge shashinko is a blatant degenerate child molester who in conjunctioon with his
abusive bailiff terrorize young teen boys fed to their courtroom by the fat filipino child molester in the clerks office
They then have a list of teenage boys on probation who they all force themselves on sexually or pimp out for afee
under threat of incarceration if cooperation is denied  I believe all three of them need to be prosecuted for conspiracy
to commit murder and deserve extense prison terms because I havent any doubt some of those boys committed suicide
because they couldnt stop these degenerates from sticking their cocks in them or were murdered during sexuall trysts
Right Bibi  when you coming to vegas bibi



So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBm3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  ask lispy the donkey cunt m the
contrary mary who thinks shes better than the virgin mary  A significant amount of Irish, Filipino, and Mexicans only
use the Catholic church to hide behind to get away the abuse of children

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:22 PM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe to notify the President of Mexico we have your country completely surrounded with the United States
Military to the North and the Central and South american militarys on the south and silent submarines in the Gulf, so
I suggest you keep sucking Joe Biden and Steve Austins cock or were going to completely decimate that dirty filthy
country where the people shit in their own water  And ypou can call every fucking nazi on the planet the want  I told
you  Im not the guy
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
5SG

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:20 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe recently at the Planet Fitness on Flamingo and Decatur where I'm also being stalked, two fat Mexicans
sat in the shower for over 45 minutes because they knew I wanted to use one and they stayed in there as long as
possible to deny me  In the locker room I refered to them as pests and then some geyser nazi took the high ground
and said who are pests people  I said some of them but you guys only call them people when theyre doing your
bidding once they stop you call them lowlife pieces of shit destroy their families and throw them in ovens  I
believe every time i enter that facility criminals are called and notified that im in there and if las vegas metro gets
the audio feed from earlier which they have IM syre theyll find out it bwas this geyser nazi clown who told his
two stooge fat mexicans to stay in the shower so I couldnt use one  All three of them and many of their employees
need to be apprehended detained and prosecuted or the entire location needs to be shut down
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:15 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe earlier today within minutes of entering the paris casino I was confronted by a tall black guy in a
security uniform, the same scenario that occurred approximately three weeks ago, as its blatantly obvious that
I'm being monitored and stalked and he was tipped off I was on my way to the Paris to use the mens room of
which on both occassions he denied me because he criminally asked me for an I D  which he doesnt have any
legal right to do so, and I refused to offer it  I believe, ive been in the Paris casino a significant amount of times
and I have never seen this security guard on the casino floor ever except bthe two times hes stalked harrassed
approached and terrorized me  I believe its blatantly obvious to me he is the dorrman, the bouncer, the monitor
of a very serious child prostitution enterprise that is happeneing in the Paris and in casinos all throughout las
vegas, and though he doesnt intimidate the clients nor me, I havent any doubt hes intimidating the children if
they refuse to capitulate sexually by threatening them with physical harm
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 10:16 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe so we all understand what's happened, that Charles Brakley is the only person to run for Governor
who didn't receive even one vote  hes so stupid he didnt even vote for himself  And, I believe, as concerning
Kobe Bryant's murder, its always the underboss, and regarding Kobe, there were four underbosses  All any
legitimate investigator needs to do, and i'm not referring to Lispy the Donkey cunt or the dirty Philipino con
artist attorney general of claifornia, is to look into the activities of those who had the most stature to gain by
Kobe's demise  Jerry Buss, or the Buss Family  Lebron james  Charles Barkley, and Shaq O'neal  I guarantee
if an investigator looks into their actvities a few eeks before Kobe entered that helicopter, theyll realize those
four were involved in his murder  Kobe Bryant was like the President of Los Angeles, and just like JFK, all
sorts of jealous degenerate lowlifes, like Gavin Newson and Lispy the donkey cunt, because therers nothing
sicker on the human planet than the jealous donkey mind, all wanted Kobe dead  That wasn't any accident
Right Bibi  Does anyone have Bibi's official address in Israel, I got a Bouffant wig I want to send to the bald
midget
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 12:34 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe as very little is being reported anymore about the chaos in haiti and as biden seeks to create his
own personal Vietnam in the Ukraine, though he doesnt offer 10 dollars to Haitians seeking help of which
many Haitians have ventured to the United States, its because as Joe Biden wants reprots not sending
funding, its because the donkey terrorist lowlife is in the smugglers nowq running the country  It can't be
any more obvious
Right Bibi  Are you a smuggler Bibi  NO not a snuggler, a smuggler  I picked out your beaufont
So help me god
sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask all of the donkey child
molesters who are infesting and infecting the proper functioning of the entire state of nevada

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:31 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to again state that any city that has a degenerate child molesting catholic bishop is on the verge
of being destroyed, take a good look at Bridgeport, Baltimore, New York City now, Las Vegas and San
Francisco  All staffed by nazi appointed child molesting catholic bishops who use the filipino and the
mexican donations, because Europeans are leaving that church in droves, to pay off cops, so they can fuck
little boys in the ass in the rectroy behind closed doors as all five of those cities are probably all now being
run by degenerates  Las Vegas, San Francisco, and New York City for sure
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:23 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe LLoyd Austin is another of Joe Biden's Mickey Mouse incompetent Clintonian beautiful
mosaic loopy nuts  I'm wondering how many times Austin visited the donkey clown mckenzie in



afghanistan and had three ways with female cadets in Mackenzies tent while young americans were
dying in ridiculous numbers  This is Joe Bioden's america  Donkey IRS terrorist who didnt win the
elction, and just like as all these donkey clowns are getting all sorts of people murderered in las vegas,
joe biden and his donkey clown assiciates are getting all sorts of defenseless people whacked all
throughout the world  At least he doesnt wear a Bouffant like Rand Paul does
Right Bibi  Bibi if I dress you up in Vegas could I put you in  a beaufont  
Like Carolyn
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are all of my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings / ask all of the
donkey pieces of shit who think its a game to play with other defenseless peoples lives rather than a
crime, which is what it is

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:02 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe if the nazi politician from Tampa needs a little help he could visit Marco Lubio in his office
if he hasnt already done so and Im wondering has Tom Cruise visited the Tampa, St  Pete, Clearwater
area lately
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  ask lispy and michael
kennedy

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 11:03 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to remind everyone Robert Horseface is a very dangerous, violent, degenerate, con artist,
stalker, liar, parasite, child molester, thief, child molestation pimp, rapist and murderer, who has
been stalking, monitoring, terrorizing and emotionally and physically harming me and everyone I
love since the day I met him 6 years ago  I believe, hes still in business because somehow hes turned
gavin newsom into his puppet, must have videos of him having sex with teenagers, like he does,
sherryl crow, wendell crow, the anorexic courtney cox and more, maybe even stamos and others, so
gavin Newson cant have him arrested  So just whack the lowlife Gavin  Youre the Governor
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Girly men

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 10:52 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify, the very dangerous criminal stalker, rapist and murderer in the U S  attorney's
office in salt lake city, Michael Kennedy, in their efforts to undermine the safety of all the
mormons in the state and subjugate them, his most significant partner in crime is now Mitt
Romney  I told yas all not to elect that piece of shit
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones y babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 10:16 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe the fag on the morning show, reported earlier, that Elsie the cow gave birth to three
golden hoo hoos at the las vegas zoo's infirmiry and that Joe Lombardo was there to conduct a
contingent of las vegas metro officers in singing, "welcome to my world " Elsie then proceeded
to pee on Joe's pant leg because it didn't reach his ankles
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:32 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe Marsha Blackburn is loopy  She even looks loopy  I believe, with that hair she has,
she should at least get a bouffant like Carolyn Goodman and Rand Paul  I believe, shes
making ridiculous claims that Vladimir Putin is a war hungry invader thirsty tyrant, when
other than the Ukraine, I can't recall Russia being in too many military actions during his
leadership  I believe, if Marsha is going to keep her hair like that she should like wear a
Minnie Pearl hat to cover it up  Right Cindy
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the
beaufanteers  

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:16 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe im wondering if at next year's Nevada's Governor's ball theyre going to serve lo
mein and fried rice to the invited guests and if all, as Nevada has become the forced teenage
prostitution capital of the world if theyll all receive a nice little fortune cookie to take with
them, of course, provided by the law and order candidate  Cha ching
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings
Ask lispy the donkey cunt law and order person  Cha ching

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:07 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe, i'm just wondering, how many of you recall me notifying you that little Howie
was in an orphanage  it says so on his website
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd



DBM3

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:04 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe as Joe Biden is turning the Ukraine into his own personal Vietnam, a military
conflict he shall prolong that the United States probably doesnt belong in, just to district
from his actual incompetence, I believe, as the President of the Ukraine has abandoned
the Ukranian people and has left the country, I believe, the Ukranian generals should
engage and join the soviets, and take the american weaponry and not until the
degenerate scumbag steve sisolak leaves the public office he didnt win, just all align
and start attacking Poland
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 11:55 AM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe regarding ahnold, I spoke to a few of his formers and they all agreed it's wee
willie winkle or nowadays wee willie wrinkle  And they all said that though they dont
show many behind shots of him in the movies he does walk a little funny, somewhat
up on his tippy toes
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogsm, and all of my stolen belongings

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 2:46 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe because Ahhhnoooollldd tok so many professors hoo hoos throughout
college, hence a physical education degree, duh, that it was rumored he really a
little bitch on campus, albeit with all sorts of big muscles but except where it
counts
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 11:18 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I just read a propaganda driven article concerning a guy named Jake
Hoffman in Tampa who is making the ridiculous claim, that Tampa and the
Tampa area is a chosen destination for young Republicans, when I believe,
Tampa is a haven and is being dominated by Liberal Democrat criminals who are
harboring child molesting terrorist priests like Kevin Tortorelli and possibly
others, and I believe, this guy Jake Hoffman, the so called champion of young
Republicansd in  Tampa is working in cahoots with these democrat criminals and
the scientologists who are illegally taking over Clearwater, to entice young
Republicans to move to Tampa, so they then could all exploit and subjugate them
I believe Governor Desantis shouldnt offer this guy Jake Hoffman one hand of
support until Hoffman stops the propaganda and starts to confront the criminal
democrat, abusive machine dominating Tampa
Right Bibi  You've been to Tampa  You were the gRand Marshall of their Borscht
belt parade
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings
Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 11:05 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, Judge Jeanine, I just read, you have pigs for pets  Lol  Whatever you
do, dont call me babe  Call Chuck Schumer babe
Right BIbi
So help me God
sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs,, and all of my stolen belongings

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:52 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as so many people in this world simply grandstand about issues
while seeking attention with the intent of doing nothing, or not even having
the ability to do anything, I believe, after reading an article from the
ArchDiocese of San Francisco, a city in blatant disarray, it mentions stigma
against people with mental illness  Quite honestly after I was shot at as a
scholarship student at Columbia University, ive been afflicted with major
depression for over 30 years, and have met and interacted with all sorts of
mental health care supposed providers  I believe, and I dont have a doubt, the
most significant stigma, and the most significant abuse against those with
psychiatric and emotional concerns is done by those within the industry and
not outsiders  providers stigmatizing their own customers
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mxckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, Interpol and the international powers that be should really
consider apprehending Donald Trump, Michael Bloomberg, Christopher
Robbin, and Henry Burns of the CIA for the theft of the most valuable



painting in the world: The Mona Lisa  The Mona Lisa is on Donald
Chump's property at Mar A Lago  Ive seen the pictures
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:38 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, just to remind everyone, it was the nazis and the axis powers
and not the american irish,, but the donkeys in ireland who fought against
the allies in world war2, as the IRA sought to take down the British
empire  So of course the nazi prostitute, schwarzengroper, who used to
take the hoo hoo from professors to pay for college, you dont believe he
got good grades o you, is coming to support his IRA terrorist associate
who has criminally commandeered the white house  Zing heil,
AHHHRRRNNNOOOLLLDDD
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:33 AM donald mckiegan
 wrote:

I believe it ain't so, Joe  Dean Heller says he wants 1 from column a and
1 from column b right away  And, I believe, rumor has it that my peeps
have told me that the reason Joe Lombardo was in hiding was because
he was in the Betty Ford clinic in California for alcohol abuse
rehabilitation  It didn't work, because Lombardo loves abusing
whatever he can get away with abusing because he's a Mafioso  ask him
he'll tell you so
Right Bibi  Youre one too
Sohelp me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 6:21 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, I read an article about a brilliant proposal two days ago, to
reduce and return the country's national speed limit to 55 in an effort
to reduce fuel oil consumption on a daily basis  and I believe whoever
suggested that suggested the absolutely appropriate action to take  I
believe, when a country is in turmoil sometimes it's best to retract in
some areas and to calm the throttle as I believe would be appropriate
concerning the speed limit  Joe Biden is a clueless con man who has
this country positioned on a train to an economic disaster
I believe, the last thing we should be throttling down is the money
supply as FDR proved during his brilliant new deal intervention, that
might have saved this country from complete ruin and collapse  We
have gasoline prices hovering around 5 dollars a gallon  The congress
just stopped the stimulus aid to the economy and the American
public, and if the fed raises interest rates to calm the money flow in
our economy, it might in a very quick collapse like action, push this
country back into a recession  which is probably that degenerate
Biden's agenda anyway  I believe returning our country's freeways
maximum speed limit is an excellent temporary way to reduce fuel
use and cost and I believe, Senator Gary Peters is the definite
appropriate Senator to introduce such legislation  He's from the motor
state
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 11:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as Joe Lombardo has reappeared out of hiding, and as I
reported after the senile president of Italy signed an independent
Italian? Chinese agreement, that soon the Italians, not the Sicilains,
shall be working for the chinese  So, I believe, im asking everyone
at metro headquarters to ask say it aint so joe, to practice in front of
them a very prominent New York City saying, that goes like this, "
No ticky, no shirtie "
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 10 56 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as all of these over the hill non accomplished politicians
keep chiming in, they all have one thing in common  Naziism
Hillary Clinton is affiliated with Lee Bollinger of Columbia and
she calls Russia's sanctions a lifetime achievement award, when
in fact, the only thing Hillary Clinton has ever achieved, is
working over minorities and using their backs to get into
mansions to live in and serious amounts of money, while except
for the very talented few, most of the minorities live close to the
poverty level or below it
I believe, Arnold Schwazzeneger, the gropenator from California,
says Nazis didnt start the invasion, because he is one,  He's from
Austria  he built up and then left a significant Nazi infrastructure
throughout California after his Nazi friends in the media created a
frenzy to get Grey Davis recalled because he wanted to raise
motor vehicle fees to balance the budget  Criminals rarely admit



to their crimes
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3  

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 10:45 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe the reason for joe biden's propaganda driven assault
on Vladimir Putin, is because when the degenerate senator Ron
Johnson of Wisconsin who protected Timothy Dolan and his
child molesting clan in Milwaukee is a guy who was having sex
with teenage boys in hawks GYm in las Vegas, ask Chris Grigg
he has the pictures, when Johnson sought to enter Russia
afterwards Vlady said no and sent him home  I believe, now
because its the U S  Senators who got their degenerate good old
boy Joe Biden installed as President when he didn't win the
election, now in an act of retaliation Biden is seeking to push
Putin out of Russia
I believe, what's really happening though, is that the Ukraine
and the Ukrainian people are being destroyed, America is
wasting money on a fabricated situation it doesnt belong
involved in  And just like Lyndon Johnson and Vietnam, Biden
is going to employ the conflict as a diversionary tactic, to divert
from the fact he doesnt have a clue how to run a real
government, and hes been nothing but a career scumbag, who
thinks his shit dont stink because hes another donkey con artist
who has gotten away with all sorts of crimes in Delaware, and
from the fact that he and the Clintons and George Pataki and
others all knew about the attacks of 9/11 before they happened
because the attacks mastermind is a degenerate IRA terrorist
masquerading as a priest in St Petersburg Florida by the name
of Kevin Tortorelli, who when the attacks occured had
significant church affiliations in Boston and New York
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 9:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I'm notifying everyone again, do not believe this
bullshit being provided to the world by image conscious
countries like Iran and North Korea, and their bogus launch
failures  It's too much of a coincidence that both North Korea
and Iran within a month of each other have failed launches
for the entire world to see  That is called a crock of shit  And
no Iranian scientist was murdered because his arm was
sticking out of a SUV with supposedly his ring on it  Come to
the real world Israel  Bibi I want you to purchase for me and
deliver to me Lucky Luciano's famous ring
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 8:19 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe there isn't any chance whatsoever that the Ukraine
is going to win this battle, and I believe, Zelensky has fed
the country, because the ukrainian people realize he started
this situation, and I believe, as Ukrainian people are the
victims here, it is incredibly irresponsible for him to keep
asking the west for more weapons so he could feed his
defenseless people to the Russians  I believe, Zelensky
should step down as President and lets start to rebuild a
new Russian/Ukranian relationship that doesnt include an
incompetent con man like Zelensky  It is absolutely
inappropriate for him to keep asking the west to help him to
feed his defenseless people to the Russian army
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 8:15 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, whomever in the western world who convinced
the Ukrainian President Zelensky that he and they were
going to be able to create a concerning, troubling and
actually threatening western installation on Russia's
doorstep, duped that man; and quite unfortunately the
Ukrainian people are the one's paying the price for this
western fabricated confrontation, as some clowns in the
west want to call this a war, when it really is a
defensively driven invasion  I believe this situation could
have and shouldve been easily de-escalated before it
started, as there were those in the west and i'm very
concerned it was Blinken and Biden, who convinced
Zelensky, who is obviously not a career politician, that to
stand up to mother Russia was worth the risk, when it
was not  I believe Joe Biden and his incompetent Bill
Diblasio type beuracrats need to get out of that mess and
im imploring, if he has the option, Russia's president
Vladimir Putin, to please stop the bloodshed  Let's have a
brief cease fire and let the country's in that region in that
region work their issues out together
I believe, Vice President Harris, if North Korea or Iran
seek to launch on our allies South Korea and Israel, do
not hesitate to take either or both of them off of the map



This is a fabricated scam  This is not a test Kamala  If
you're with me it's because you're able to handle the job
and not for any other reason  The only use I have for
tokens is to gain access to the subway system in NYC
Vlady lets bring this back to the table and off of the
battlefield  
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 4:26 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I was recently told I have a whole in my liver
as I'm  coughing blood up constantly  I believe, the
clown scum doctors at sunrise hospital have repeatedly
told me my liver function tests return normal in blatant
contrast to the reality and every emergency room I
enter now refuses to run blood tests on me because the
liver test results are going to show exactly the opposite
of what those piece of shit medical prescribers at
Sunrise hospital have told me and treated me as, in
blatant acts of attempted murder
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 1:16 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe,

Joe castelli made a smelly
and then he made a fart
he pranced around san diego
claiming hes sir lancelot
he told all the san diegoans 
hes adept at the old soft shoe
and hes really a vegan with a big fat ass
and they should all be too

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 1 06 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe so were all on the same page here, and im
not referring to a group of degenerate senators gang
raping a teenager in a washington dc hotel room,
Rick Scott's plan is to tell everyone he has a plan,
when he doesnt have a plan  Now, thats a man with
a plan  Just dont tell him he looks like popeye the
sailor man  Toot  Toot
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mvckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and
all of my stolen belongings  Ask say it ain't so Joe,
who just went back into hiding

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 10:37 AM donald
mckiegan <  wrote:

I believe after reading a statement by Senator
Rick Scott of Florida, it's very evident he's
simply a George W  Idiot boot stomping
wannabe  I'm going to do this and I'm going to do
that but he doesnt say what he's going to do, just
that he's got a plan  And then he runs off facts
that any college student in the country has access
to  medicare's in trouble  The postal pension is in
trouble  So what are you going to do about itr
Rick? Hey I g0ot a plan  Well, what is it  Not
telling ya  I'm just a boot stomper like George W
Idiot  
They all believe in God  They all believe in this
country  What they all believe in is feeding the
American public as much bullshit as possible so
they can stay in office  Imagine he shook
600,000 hands and didnt contract the
Corona Virus yet  I believe Rick Scott was a con
artist as the Governor and he's a con artist now
Like Mitt Romney, just wants an office, any
office, to exploit the American public and the
American money for their own personal gain  
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs,
and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 10:28 AM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe as Joe Lombardo is a very seriously
manipulative con man where if the feds
checked his bank accounts they'd realize he
took a significant payoffm to deny a legitimate
investigation into the attacks of 9/11  So I
believe, as I say it ain't so Joe, was in hiding,
and not gone, why did he pick today of all days
to reappear before the Nevada Public  And I



believe, the question needs to be asked who
and what was he hiding from the past 1 or 2
months  I believe, with Lombardo away from
the control center, Las Vegas Metro was an
entirely different police department, but, as I
wrote, Joe Lombardo is a criminal not a
lawman, and the question needs to be asked,
why of all days did he choose today as the day
to reappear  I believe, because of Joe
Lombardo, Andy Hutchinson, and Steve
Wolfson, this police department, especially
those three have more tricks in their repertoire
than Felix the cat
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, muy
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask Joe
Lombardo  he's the Sheriff isn't he

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 9:34 AM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe regarding the situation in the
Ukraine, I haven't any doubt that Vladimir
Putin and the Russian Government have any
qualms with the Ukrainian people, I believe,
the issue is with the Ukrainian government,
and I believe, as long as joe biden continues
to support without reason or justification, a
non nato country of the eastern bloc, hes the
clown putting all of the Ukranians people's
lives at risk  
I believe the Ukrainian government should
cease operations, and the powers that be, that
do business with and in the Ukraine, should
help establish a new and non confrontational
to Russia government in the Ukraine
I believe, regardless of the bullshit and
propaganda being spewed by Joe Biden and
some senators, the United States of America
doesnt have any business entering into this
situation, and if it wasn't for Biden and
Chump now playing good cop bad cop games
with everyone, this conflict might have been
over maybe days or more ago
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 4 01 PM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe and im certain, theres a cluster of
homosexual mostly, degenerate, white
trash, Irish perverts who are terrorizing all
sorts of teenagers in Las Vegas, just like
those degenerates did in Grand Junction  I
believe, the intensity and frequency of the
attacks against teens here in las Vegas has
increased significantly ever since the
degenerate, white trash, perverted,
homosexual, irish, child molester George
Thomas took control of the Diocese of Las
Vegas, and I believe, they all need to be
apprehended, detained and prosecuted as
quickly as possible; as theyre and those
who are refusing to act are putting the
lkives of all sorts of helpless defenseless
teenagers at risk
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 3:51 PM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe, as ive been writing for possibly
7 years now, Michael kennedy of the
U S  Attorney's office in  Salt Lake City
is a dangerous stalker and criminal and
not a legitimate agent of law
enforcement  I believe, every employee
in that office has and had been notified of
this and rather than seek to stop his
criminal activity, which is undermining
the safety of the entire state, I believe,
the juvenile glowns in that office instead
sought to take down and fabricate an
action against my associate Gary Hebert
I believe this is simply another example
of the juvenile antics that supposed
agents of law enforcement throughout
this country are deploying against



defenseless, innocent, and trusting
americans   
I believe, the other evening after I was
denied proper medical  treatment in the
Centennial Hill's emergency room, where
when I might have multiple fractures and
spitting up blood they gave me a motrin
and discharged me, "They just a different
set of criminals, in a different set of
clothes "
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, ,my babies, my
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings
Ask Lispy and Michael and George
Thomas and Diana Sullivan and Eve
Hannan  The s,mall cluster of donkey
child abusers infesting las vegas  

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 3:31 PM
donald mckiegan

 wrote:
I believe, Gavin, you should tell the
people of the great state of California,
when Joe Biden lets them down, Gavin
Mcloed won't
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies,
my dogs, and aloof my stolen
belongings
Ask Lisp[i and Michael

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 12:08 PM
donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe as Gavin Newsom should
now realize that his bosom buddy joe
biden, the career con artist and
welfare fraud, who didn't win the
election, is possibly on the verge of
putting 100000 Californians out on
the street as they sought to make
people dependent on these miniscule
stimulus checks, while not one
person probably was assisted to find
and develop self sustainability, joe
Biden, rather than tapering down the
help, within a month is simply going
to just end the Corona Virus funding
to americans
I believe it's imperative upon
Newsom and hopefully some other
legitimate politicians in California to
create some program, any program,
to keep these vulnerable people
domiciled in a bona fide residence,
and then assist them all to find self
sustainability as quickly as possible
The United States of America, is the
most ingenuous country in the world,
we are not a welfare state, and to
write I told you so, that and 5 dollars
gets me on the Deuce in las Vegas  I
believe its imperative that Newsom
and other california politicians start
taking action now, to keep cities
within, people, Californians and the
state itself from destabilizing
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
The real president of The United
States
where are my loved ones, my babies,
my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Ask Lispy the donkey
cunt and her criminal associate
Micahel; Kennedy, the perpetual
stalker, rapist, and murderer

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 4:32 PM
donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe its sad to realize some of
these bullshit scams these
incompetent politicians play with
people  Mike Bonin who Ive
realized is a fraud for a while now,
brags about housing like 30 for a
few eeks for 100 thousand dollars
wow  That ain't cheap  They need
jobs  And now he's constantly



hawking how he wants to help end
homelessness because he realizes,
while nobody helped anyone to
become self sufficient during this
bullshit shutdown, and turned them
all into dependents waiting for
welfare checks, those checks are
about to end, and all of those
people are on the verge on hitting
the street, so Bonin keeps covering
his ass while claiming he wants to
help the homeless, while realizing
his bullshit and nonsense is about
to create 100000 of them
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  Ask Bonin's
protectors  Lispy the Donkey Cunt
And Michael the stalker rapist
murderer Kennedy

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 1:33 PM
donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe the entire country is
now having a good laugh and
realizing how much of a bullshit
artist Barack Obama is as he's
now telling everyone he has
covid 19  I believe he should be
put in a  quarantined hotel room
in Sacramento where he has to
switch rooms every 4 doors for
safety purposes  I believe, if he
has covid 19, this con artist, and
degenerate criminal was actually
born in hawaii
So help me god
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  
Ask Lispy the donkey cunt and
her accomplis in crime Michael
kennedy, the perpetual stalker,
rap[ist and murderer

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 1:27
PM donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe the bullshit being
spewed by our incompent
politicians and the neo nazi
child molesting pope is a
global disgrace  One clown
representing the guy in the
whitye house says Putin is
frustrated  Another clown says
Ukraine is winning the war
Then the child molesting nazi
puppet pope calls it a
massacre  These are serious
incompetent, fraudulent,
degenerate child molesters
doing the bidding of a global
neo nazi enterprise run by the
real Nazi Pope and not his
child molesting degenerate
nazi wannabe puppet
There's no massacre  Vladimir
Putin wants the west off of his
doorstep and he has every right
to protect Russia in doing so
These are neo nazi
propagandists who just like
without forensi evidence
theyre blaming people for
crimes they didnt commit in
America, theyre not seeking to
make vladimir Putin and
Russia the great enemy, when I
believe, my guys Vlady and Xi
must remain strong, and if they
need to hit Poland next, they
should do so, because as many
accused Poland of being nazi
collaborators until the Nazis
didnt need them anymore,
which is what they do to
egveryone, I believe, the
evidence is overwhelming to
the contrary



So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  Ask Lispy
the Donkey Cunt, and Michael
kennedy, the perpetual stalker,
rapist and murderer  They;ll
tell you

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 1:13
PM donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe, as the plastic faced
gumba bimbo, Nany Pelosi
makes some ridiculous
statement about people
growing up, which many of
us did many years ago, I
believe, her and her
degenerate, and incompetent
and elitist con artists in
Washington proved to the
American publics how much
respect they have for your
vote and your welfare, when
in a recently approved
spending bill, foreigners
were funded, the military
was funded, but they all
stuck it right up the
American publics ass as they
continuously seek to put as
many as possible on welfare,
as the component to help
keep the economy strong
with direct payments to
americans was denied  So as
these lowlife clowns
continuously seek to turns
Vladimir Putin into the great
enemy, and make it
blatantlu7y obvious that Joe
Biden needs to run a scam
where he cares more about
the Ukranians than he does
the Americans, I believe,
with fuel prices rising, with
housing costs rising, with
food costs rising, and needed
funding given to everyone
but the American public Joe
Biden and his cast of
degenerates on both sides is
pushing this country into a
recession, possible
depression, and maybe
eventual collapse
so help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of
my stolen belongings
Ask Lispy the donkey cunt
and Michael Kennedy, the
perennial stalker, rapist and
murderer they'll yell you  

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at
11:33 AM donald mckiegan
<





running UNR and the Reno P D  it's no coincidence that a Nazi was appointed bishop of Reno pussy motherfuckers
So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3

On Tue, Jun 21, 2022, 6:55 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:

Gina what is going on in the nikolas' Cruz situation

On Mon, Jun 20, 2022, 8:09 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe if Virginia Drogo was given more money for me for the Nikolas Cruz situation again the money was not directed directly to me and has possibly been stolen by
an undercover detective
So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3

On Wed, Jun 15, 2022, 8:54 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe  If Virginia Drogo and I take control of the Nikolas Cruz defense were also going to be helping the victims as I seek to hold responsible those really responsible
for this heinous act  Those who refused Nikolas proper mental health care and then pointed him at his fellow students all just to satisfy their degenerate appetites
So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Wed, Jun 15, 2022, 6:49 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe when Melissa McNeil says these victims don't need to return to court she's acting more like a prosecutor than a defense attorney and Nikolas Cruz's entire
defense team needs to be removed as innefectual council and I with the assistance of lawyer Virginia Drogo need to take control of nikolas's defense
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022, 10:29 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I read today that Joe Biden considers Rupert Murdoch the biggest human criminal ever  Even more so than Vladimir Putin, when its the career welfare
fraud, IRA terrorist operative Joe Biden, who sat in the senate for 30 years and did absolutely nothing, who didnt win the Presidential election, I did, who is nothing
but a sneaky vindictive little con artist and bitch who attacks everyone who disagrees with him  I believe the Russian invasion of the UKraine would have ended
weeks ago if Joe Biden did not declare war on Vladimir Putin and wasn't illegally sending money and American weapons to the Ukraine without Senate approval as
all he keeps doing is finding the Ukrainian people to the Russians like mice to a snake  Though the real snake is the IRA terrorist groper in the White HOuse
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies , my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 10:15 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe there's an attorney in Nashville named Tim Warnock who coerced and possibly forced Sheryl Crow, who now follows me on Instagram,  to file
documents in the Davidson County Court that were all full of lies about me  I believe this lawyer must be sanctioned by the State Bar of Tennessee for doing so
What he did was blatantly fraudulent and corrupt activity and he needs to be held responsible
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 10:02 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:

On Tue, Apr 5, 2022 at 8:37 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe i read an article about the Nikolas Cruz case in Florida, where it claimed he was deemed guilty he wasn't deemed guilty, he was blatantly denied due
process and a speedy trial and he was forced to plead guilty, any person involving themselves in that jury selection process needs to have their citizenship
canceled  get the list Jeanine
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
coronavirus, world war, the plague, multiple typhoons  It doesnt matter you cant hold people incarcerated indefinitely and not give them a trial  he shouldve
been put on trial or released and judge scherer and the scam artists working with the Parkland Police and other cops just waited him out  Blatant violation of
due process  But now in america we have donkey process not due process

On Mon, Apr 4, 2022 at 4:48 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe and I'm certain this is a Nazi propaganda driven world war here and Joe Biden is the enemy as is Donald chump and Obama so again I'm ordering
the commanders on the American border the commanders on the central American border the commanders of the naval instillations in the gulf and the
Pacific and the commander at pearl harbor to roll the choice is yours either you want a future or you suck donkey ass for the rest of your lives I'd roll if I
were all of you
DBM3
5sg

On Mon, Apr 4, 2022, 12:40 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe Charles Brakley never won anything in college  Never won anything in the pros  Never won anything in politics and they only are giving him
broadcasting awards to keep his animal ass under control
I mean sadly, he and Shaq weren't really talented basketball players, they both just used their fat asses to push other players out of the way and the refs
never stopped them  Those two couldn't hit the side of a barn with a rincoln Navigator
DBM3

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 7:16 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify america las vegas has two professional sports teams and their players are already abusing our teens sexually and emotionally not under
any circumstances should any more pro sports teams be allowed to enter a city and state being run by degenerates and the only reason they're here is
because the Goodman's are taking bribes to stick it up people's asses which is all they've ever done since they started taking payments from the  feds to
eat out the Vegas real mafia
So help me God 
Sincerely 
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 



On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 4:59 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone when the kids and people of Las Vegas now exclaim go knights go it's not because they want the team the win they really
don't want them in the city anymore  We all realize they're a group of cowardly thieves who haven't any qualms in fixing games and taking food and
joy away from their fans and like usually the psychopathically sick jealous donkey owner and ceo were so jealous of Andre fleury they had donkeys
throughout the city blame the Stanley cup loss on him and then traded him  That's why in the early 1800s there were signs in store windows Irish need
not apply because of psychopathically jealous and abuse lowlifes like the CEO and gm of the knights and their child molesting degenerate cohort
bishop George Thomas
So help me God sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3
Where are my loved ones my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings 

On Sun, Apr 3, 2022, 12:36 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe tom Cunningham and Jim Doherty Jr gave Frankie pizza a 3 dollar and 20 cent winner the other day and Frankie was then seen prancing
around Getty square saying all hail the Irish  idiaaaattttt
So help me God 
Sincerely
Donald B Mckiegan 3rd 
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 29, 2022, 11:16 AM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe I just read a statement by Justin Trudeau where he states that he realizes what Canadians want  A clean environment, good jobs, and a
strong economy  I believe just to remind you Justin, without the United States of America, none of that is possible
Right Bibi  Same for you schmucks
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 11:43 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I don't understand why every system in the state of Nevada appears to be acting functional, yet it takes a month out of appointment just
to discuss with someone the issue of getting a replacement or duplicate I D  or driver's license from the DMV  Why is this?
So help me god
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 10:26 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone that robert horseface is a very dangerous violent abusive stalker con artist liar thief child molester child
molestation pimp rapist priostitute beater and murderer, who Ive reported to 17 different agencies of law enforcement about, but because he
feeds degenerates like the mexicans on las vegas metro children to have sex with, hes been allowed to harm and stalk me and everyone i love
for like 7 years now
Las vegas metro is the most criminal police department this country has ever seen of which federal authorities shouldve taken complete control
of the day after they and notb some jewish millionaire murdered 59 people on the vegas strip, divided up his money and then took 600000 of
the publics money to sweep and mop the tarmac
Right Bibi  You jew midget thief  I hope as your pal donald Chump is allowing Iran and North Korea to build significant nuclear capabilities
that the first country they wipe off the planet is yours  I'm in vegas if you got an issue with it midget, Cayuse dont the mafia find your children
sir
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 10:12 AM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe to notify all, if joe biden gets his way, as there isn't any such thing as any covid 19, and puts the country into a state of economic
depression, and puts all of you on bread lines, guess which institution in the world and this country has more than any other  The same one
that you allowed to rape my young loved ones and that is being run by child molesters in this country; so i strongly suggest you getb some
vaseline to prepare your cute little johnnys soft pink asshole for use and abuse
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 9:26 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe with Adam Paul Laxalt taking abreatehr and now returning, I support him as United States Senator fro Nevada against any of the
two democrat senators; and I strongly suggest, if in, he starts paying his 100% undivided attention at all situations
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones my babies ,my dogs and all of msy stolen belongings s

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 9:01 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe, though I have the utmost respect for Chris Wallace, and from certain views he looks just like his renowned father Mike
Wallace, but Mr  Chris Wallace, Joe Biden did not win the 2020 Presidential election, I did,  he and Donald Trump and playing a dog
and pony show to guarantee that there's never going to be a legitimate recount  
I believe, sadly as you give your reasoning to leave Fox Network, because you didn't like what the political pundits and political
entertainment show hosts were saying, when you are a legitimate journalist who asks legitimate questions, and not always of the softball
nature, that you left the station
Chris, that's like Peter Jennings leaving ABC because they showed cartoons on saturday  One set of programming has nothing to do with
the other  I wish you success at CNN
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies my dogs and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 8:43 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe Frankie Schnazrooski, your guy Joey B was seen on the internet laughing it up with his buddies while all had a slice of pizza
in their hands  What letter of schmuck cant you find
P S  the group of senators have been removed as recipients of any further political writings
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the group of donkey senators I just removed
when they attend services at their next donkey church meeting presided over by lispy their contrary mary

On Mon, Mar 28, 2022 at 8:31 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:



I believe to notify everyone besides the fact that the incomopetent career welfare fraud and donkey terrorist joe biden isnt the
legitimate president of the United States of America and the 100 girly men who call themselves senators have allowed him to give a
ridiculous amount of presidential decrees, I believe, he has now declared war on Russia or more specifically vladimir putin, and he
is funding and arming the Ukraine, his pseudo american army, with american money and american weaponry without Senate consent
or approval,which is all in blatant violation of the Federal war pwoers act I believ, and Id suggest to start articles of impeachment
against the donkey terrorist but that would validate his Presidency, I believe, insteda the marines should grab him by both armpits
and drag the donkey piece of shit off the property, like i saw the fremont street experience security group do to a defenseleess senior
citizen man one evening outside the Fremont Hotel and Casino
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the degenerate donkey stalker rapist and
murderer michael kennedy and the queen of his church, lispy the contrary Mary

On Sun, Mar 27, 2022 at 2:40 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone of a few things, I, Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd, now haven't any affiliation with the law firm Sullivan and
Cromwell, now or in any way after death  I am no longer affiliated with that law firm in any way  Also, I believe starting monday,
i'm starting anew email stream, and except for the supreme court and judicial and federal personnel and possibly the Papal Nuncio
and Saint Francis of Assisi Church in New York City, everyone else if i don't get a 1000 dollar payment with a notifying email,
you are no longer going to receive political emails from me
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Michelle Fenski of MOrgan Stanley in Los Angeles has stolen 1 million dollars from my boyfriend of my money and I want it
returned to me

On Sat, Mar 26, 2022 at 3:15 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone, i'm a professional horse and sports gambler also, but my bets are being tipped off so I can't make
bets anymore, instead I tipped out in the Flamingo hotel, what I called a double cinderella money line laitte concerning the
March Madness  Told them Arkansas +9 5 was going to win the game and that St  peters s +12 5 had a good chance of doing the
same  If they bet 1000 plus the 9 and 12 5 they would have won 2600  I told people it was a good flyer bet to wager 100 on a
money line parlay of betting Arkansas and St  Peters both to win their games, and they did  A 1000 bet would have returned
27000 a 100 dollar bet would have returned 2700  I'm sure both wagers were made and i've yet to receive a free cup of coffee
So, all you visitors throughout the country to las vegas, those from europe when they dine out the gratuity is included in the
check, whereas in the United states it isn't  So many of them play stupid and dont tip  I'm suggesting you tell everyone you're
from Geneva, or Warsaw, or Dublin and not tip them because they don't either
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 1:05 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
Who's the leader of the gang and of the donkey jamboree donkey mouse  donkey mouse  donkey mouse  hold youre donkey
ass high
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 1:01 PM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe I'm wondering if the donkey metro sergeant at planet hollywood, and his donkey detective friend andy hutchinson,
and their donkey nurse supervisor fart friend at the Mesquite hospital were at the Donkey jamboree in mesquite on March
12th
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 11 53 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify everyone as soon as the legitimate switch is made and I'm installed in the white house all federal
payments to Gavin Newsom's nation state of california shall end immediately  Those receiving funding and who need
medical of course could move to a different, but this what is called sanction that wont stop until that another donkey con
artist piece of shit resigns for causing and prolonging this debacle in the Port Of Los Angeles with intent that is causing
serious chaos in this country
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask the donkey churchs matriarch:
lispy the donkey cunt  

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 11 03 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe just to notify you cowardly gumbas on arthur avenue, because your fearless leader is nothing but a nazi and
donkey flunkie, hence thats not Palisades Pizza, thats Donkey flunkies Pizzeria, all sorts of donkeys and their racist
militant thugs are ready to destroy and take control of your neighborhood if you dont atke him out  Not to worry, they
have all sorts of tenements in Hoboken and Newark that you can stomp grapes in with your dirty feet
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Thu, Mar 24, 2022 at 10 50 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe with the casinos in Nevada reporting a record 11 months of 1 billion dollar revenue, though that doesnt equal
profits because if expenses exceed revenue the end result is a loss  I believe the city should get together a group of
guys from the detention center to remove all this debris from our city streets that have been there since the day I
arrived here 8 yeras ago And I believe they should be given a little something something to use for their
commissary purchases and Im not referring to 10 dollars an hour  I believe we should be able to put these nasty
Jaywalkers and shoplifters to work
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 23, 2022 at 7:16 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe it was rumored that Poland were nazi collaborators until the nazis didnt need them anymore and they steam
rolled all of there pierogi asses and then they whined and cried to the United States for help  I believe it isnt any a



rumor anymore, its a fact and I believe Vladimir Putin is absolutely certain of those so after he destroys the country
formerly known as the Ukraine hes going to do the same to Poland because he doesnt want these Nazi collaborators
at his doorstep, unless the juvenille, degenerate, incompetent Stevie Melonhead relinqishes the public office that he
didnt win the election to  And guess who got him installed  Dean Heller
Right Bibi  you are wearing your beaufont today Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Wed, Mar 23, 2022 at 6:50 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe, first I'M sad to read that Madam Secretary Madeleine Albright passed away  I believe she was a
trailblazer like Ginsberg and Thatcher  God be with you mam
I believe, to notify everyone, the commander at Pearl Harbor whenever he's comfortable has a contingent of
fighter jets to launch and deploy
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:28 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to remind everyone Judge shashinko is a blatant degenerate child molester who in conjunctioon with
his abusive bailiff terrorize young teen boys fed to their courtroom by the fat filipino child molester in the clerks
office  They then have a list of teenage boys on probation who they all force themselves on sexually or pimp out
for afee under threat of incarceration if cooperation is denied  I believe all three of them need to be prosecuted
for conspiracy to commit murder and deserve extense prison terms because I havent any doubt some of those
boys committed suicide because they couldnt stop these degenerates from sticking their cocks in them or were
murdered during sexuall trysts
Right Bibi  when you coming to vegas bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBm3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  ask lispy the donkey cunt m the
contrary mary who thinks shes better than the virgin mary  A significant amount of Irish, Filipino, and Mexicans
only use the Catholic church to hide behind to get away the abuse of children

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:22 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify the President of Mexico we have your country completely surrounded with the United
States Military to the North and the Central and South american militarys on the south and silent submarines
in the Gulf, so I suggest you keep sucking Joe Biden and Steve Austins cock or were going to completely
decimate that dirty filthy country where the people shit in their own water  And ypou can call every fucking
nazi on the planet the want  I told you  Im not the guy
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
5SG

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:20 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe recently at the Planet Fitness on Flamingo and Decatur where I'm also being stalked, two fat
Mexicans sat in the shower for over 45 minutes because they knew I wanted to use one and they stayed in
there as long as possible to deny me  In the locker room I refered to them as pests and then some geyser nazi
took the high ground and said who are pests people  I said some of them but you guys only call them people
when theyre doing your bidding once they stop you call them lowlife pieces of shit destroy their families
and throw them in ovens  I believe every time i enter that facility criminals are called and notified that im
in there and if las vegas metro gets the audio feed from earlier which they have IM syre theyll find out it
bwas this geyser nazi clown who told his two stooge fat mexicans to stay in the shower so I couldnt use one
All three of them and many of their employees need to be apprehended detained and prosecuted or the entire
location needs to be shut down
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 5:15 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe earlier today within minutes of entering the paris casino I was confronted by a tall black guy in a
security uniform, the same scenario that occurred approximately three weeks ago, as its blatantly obvious
that I'm being monitored and stalked and he was tipped off I was on my way to the Paris to use the mens
room of which on both occassions he denied me because he criminally asked me for an I D  which he
doesnt have any legal right to do so, and I refused to offer it  I believe, ive been in the Paris casino a
significant amount of times and I have never seen this security guard on the casino floor ever except bthe
two times hes stalked harrassed approached and terrorized me  I believe its blatantly obvious to me he is
the dorrman, the bouncer, the monitor of a very serious child prostitution enterprise that is happeneing in
the Paris and in casinos all throughout las vegas, and though he doesnt intimidate the clients nor me, I
havent any doubt hes intimidating the children if they refuse to capitulate sexually by threatening them
with physical harm
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 22, 2022 at 10:16 AM donald mckiegan  wrote:
I believe so we all understand what's happened, that Charles Brakley is the only person to run for
Governor who didn't receive even one vote  hes so stupid he didnt even vote for himself  And, I believe,
as concerning Kobe Bryant's murder, its always the underboss, and regarding Kobe, there were four
underbosses  All any legitimate investigator needs to do, and i'm not referring to Lispy the Donkey cunt
or the dirty Philipino con artist attorney general of claifornia, is to look into the activities of those who
had the most stature to gain by Kobe's demise  Jerry Buss, or the Buss Family  Lebron james  Charles
Barkley, and Shaq O'neal  I guarantee if an investigator looks into their actvities a few eeks before Kobe
entered that helicopter, theyll realize those four were involved in his murder  Kobe Bryant was like the
President of Los Angeles, and just like JFK, all sorts of jealous degenerate lowlifes, like Gavin Newson
and Lispy the donkey cunt, because therers nothing sicker on the human planet than the jealous donkey
mind, all wanted Kobe dead  That wasn't any accident
Right Bibi  Does anyone have Bibi's official address in Israel, I got a Bouffant wig I want to send to the
bald midget
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd



DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 12:34 PM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe as very little is being reported anymore about the chaos in haiti and as biden seeks to create
his own personal Vietnam in the Ukraine, though he doesnt offer 10 dollars to Haitians seeking help
of which many Haitians have ventured to the United States, its because as Joe Biden wants reprots not
sending funding, its because the donkey terrorist lowlife is in the smugglers nowq running the
country  It can't be any more obvious
Right Bibi  Are you a smuggler Bibi  NO not a snuggler, a smuggler  I picked out your beaufont
So help me god
sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask all of the donkey
child molesters who are infesting and infecting the proper functioning of the entire state of nevada

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:31 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to again state that any city that has a degenerate child molesting catholic bishop is on the
verge of being destroyed, take a good look at Bridgeport, Baltimore, New York City now, Las
Vegas and San Francisco  All staffed by nazi appointed child molesting catholic bishops who use
the filipino and the mexican donations, because Europeans are leaving that church in droves, to pay
off cops, so they can fuck little boys in the ass in the rectroy behind closed doors as all five of those
cities are probably all now being run by degenerates  Las Vegas, San Francisco, and New York City
for sure
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:23 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe LLoyd Austin is another of Joe Biden's Mickey Mouse incompetent Clintonian beautiful
mosaic loopy nuts  I'm wondering how many times Austin visited the donkey clown mckenzie in
afghanistan and had three ways with female cadets in Mackenzies tent while young americans
were dying in ridiculous numbers  This is Joe Bioden's america  Donkey IRS terrorist who didnt
win the elction, and just like as all these donkey clowns are getting all sorts of people murderered
in las vegas, joe biden and his donkey clown assiciates are getting all sorts of defenseless people
whacked all throughout the world  At least he doesnt wear a Bouffant like Rand Paul does
Right Bibi  Bibi if I dress you up in Vegas could I put you in  a beaufont  
Like Carolyn
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are all of my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings / ask all of
the donkey pieces of shit who think its a game to play with other defenseless peoples lives rather
than a crime, which is what it is

On Mon, Mar 21, 2022 at 11:02 AM donald mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe if the nazi politician from Tampa needs a little help he could visit Marco Lubio in his
office if he hasnt already done so and Im wondering has Tom Cruise visited the Tampa, St
Pete, Clearwater area lately
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  ask lispy and
michael kennedy

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 11:03 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to remind everyone Robert Horseface is a very dangerous, violent, degenerate, con
artist, stalker, liar, parasite, child molester, thief, child molestation pimp, rapist and murderer,
who has been stalking, monitoring, terrorizing and emotionally and physically harming me
and everyone I love since the day I met him 6 years ago  I believe, hes still in business
because somehow hes turned gavin newsom into his puppet, must have videos of him having
sex with teenagers, like he does, sherryl crow, wendell crow, the anorexic courtney cox and
more, maybe even stamos and others, so gavin Newson cant have him arrested  So just whack
the lowlife Gavin  Youre the Governor
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Girly men

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 10 52 AM Donald Mckiegan <  wrote:
I believe to notify, the very dangerous criminal stalker, rapist and murderer in the U S
attorney's office in salt lake city, Michael Kennedy, in their efforts to undermine the safety
of all the mormons in the state and subjugate them, his most significant partner in crime is
now Mitt Romney  I told yas all not to elect that piece of shit
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones y babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sun, Mar 20, 2022 at 10:16 AM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe the fag on the morning show, reported earlier, that Elsie the cow gave birth to
three golden hoo hoos at the las vegas zoo's infirmiry and that Joe Lombardo was there to
conduct a contingent of las vegas metro officers in singing, "welcome to my world " Elsie
then proceeded to pee on Joe's pant leg because it didn't reach his ankles
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings



On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:32 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe Marsha Blackburn is loopy  She even looks loopy  I believe, with that hair she
has, she should at least get a bouffant like Carolyn Goodman and Rand Paul  I believe,
shes making ridiculous claims that Vladimir Putin is a war hungry invader thirsty
tyrant, when other than the Ukraine, I can't recall Russia being in too many military
actions during his leadership  I believe, if Marsha is going to keep her hair like that she
should like wear a Minnie Pearl hat to cover it up  Right Cindy
Right Bibi
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask
the beaufanteers  

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:16 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe im wondering if at next year's Nevada's Governor's ball theyre going to
serve lo mein and fried rice to the invited guests and if all, as Nevada has become the
forced teenage prostitution capital of the world if theyll all receive a nice little fortune
cookie to take with them, of course, provided by the law and order candidate  Cha
ching
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings
Ask lispy the donkey cunt law and order person  Cha ching

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12 07 PM donald mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe, i'm just wondering, how many of you recall me notifying you that little
Howie was in an orphanage  it says so on his website
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 12:04 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as Joe Biden is turning the Ukraine into his own personal Vietnam, a
military conflict he shall prolong that the United States probably doesnt belong in,
just to district from his actual incompetence, I believe, as the President of the
Ukraine has abandoned the Ukranian people and has left the country, I believe,
the Ukranian generals should engage and join the soviets, and take the american
weaponry and not until the degenerate scumbag steve sisolak leaves the public
office he didnt win, just all align and start attacking Poland
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Sat, Mar 19, 2022 at 11:55 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe regarding ahnold, I spoke to a few of his formers and they all agreed
it's wee willie winkle or nowadays wee willie wrinkle  And they all said that
though they dont show many behind shots of him in the movies he does walk a
little funny, somewhat up on his tippy toes
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogsm, and all of my stolen
belongings

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 2:46 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe because Ahhhnoooollldd tok so many professors hoo hoos
throughout college, hence a physical education degree, duh, that it was
rumored he really a little bitch on campus, albeit with all sorts of big muscles
but except where it counts
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 11:18 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I just read a propaganda driven article concerning a guy named
Jake Hoffman in Tampa who is making the ridiculous claim, that Tampa
and the Tampa area is a chosen destination for young Republicans, when I
believe, Tampa is a haven and is being dominated by Liberal Democrat
criminals who are harboring child molesting terrorist priests like Kevin
Tortorelli and possibly others, and I believe, this guy Jake Hoffman, the so
called champion of young Republicansd in  Tampa is working in cahoots
with these democrat criminals and the scientologists who are illegally
taking over Clearwater, to entice young Republicans to move to Tampa, so
they then could all exploit and subjugate them  I believe Governor Desantis
shouldnt offer this guy Jake Hoffman one hand of support until Hoffman
stops the propaganda and starts to confront the criminal democrat, abusive
machine dominating Tampa
Right Bibi  You've been to Tampa  You were the gRand Marshall of their
Borscht belt parade
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen



belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 11:05 AM donald mckiegan
 wrote:

I believe, Judge Jeanine, I just read, you have pigs for pets  Lol  Whatever
you do, dont call me babe  Call Chuck Schumer babe
Right BIbi
So help me God
sincerely
Donald B  mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs,, and all of my stolen
belongings

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:52 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as so many people in this world simply grandstand about
issues while seeking attention with the intent of doing nothing, or not
even having the ability to do anything, I believe, after reading an article
from the ArchDiocese of San Francisco, a city in blatant disarray, it
mentions stigma against people with mental illness  Quite honestly after
I was shot at as a scholarship student at Columbia University, ive been
afflicted with major depression for over 30 years, and have met and
interacted with all sorts of mental health care supposed providers  I
believe, and I dont have a doubt, the most significant stigma, and the
most significant abuse against those with psychiatric and emotional
concerns is done by those within the industry and not outsiders
providers stigmatizing their own customers
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mxckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, Interpol and the international powers that be should really
consider apprehending Donald Trump, Michael Bloomberg,
Christopher Robbin, and Henry Burns of the CIA for the theft of the
most valuable painting in the world: The Mona Lisa  The Mona Lisa
is on Donald Chump's property at Mar A Lago  Ive seen the pictures
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:38 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, just to remind everyone, it was the nazis and the axis
powers and not the american irish,, but the donkeys in ireland who
fought against the allies in world war2, as the IRA sought to take
down the British empire  So of course the nazi prostitute,
schwarzengroper, who used to take the hoo hoo from professors to
pay for college, you dont believe he got good grades o you, is
coming to support his IRA terrorist associate who has criminally
commandeered the white house  Zing heil,
AHHHRRRNNNOOOLLLDDD
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Girly men

On Fri, Mar 18, 2022 at 10:33 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe it ain't so, Joe  Dean Heller says he wants 1 from
column a and 1 from column b right away  And, I believe, rumor
has it that my peeps have told me that the reason Joe Lombardo
was in hiding was because he was in the Betty Ford clinic in
California for alcohol abuse rehabilitation  It didn't work, because
Lombardo loves abusing whatever he can get away with abusing
because he's a Mafioso  ask him he'll tell you so
Right Bibi  Youre one too
Sohelp me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  Girly men

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 6:21 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, I read an article about a brilliant proposal two days
ago, to reduce and return the country's national speed limit to
55 in an effort to reduce fuel oil consumption on a daily basis
and I believe whoever suggested that suggested the absolutely
appropriate action to take  I believe, when a country is in
turmoil sometimes it's best to retract in some areas and to calm
the throttle as I believe would be appropriate concerning the
speed limit  Joe Biden is a clueless con man who has this
country positioned on a train to an economic disaster
I believe, the last thing we should be throttling down is the
money supply as FDR proved during his brilliant new deal
intervention, that might have saved this country from complete
ruin and collapse  We have gasoline prices hovering around 5
dollars a gallon  The congress just stopped the stimulus aid to
the economy and the American public, and if the fed raises
interest rates to calm the money flow in our economy, it might



in a very quick collapse like action, push this country back into
a recession  which is probably that degenerate Biden's agenda
anyway  I believe returning our country's freeways maximum
speed limit is an excellent temporary way to reduce fuel use
and cost and I believe, Senator Gary Peters is the definite
appropriate Senator to introduce such legislation  He's from the
motor state
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 11:42 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as Joe Lombardo has reappeared out of hiding, and
as I reported after the senile president of Italy signed an
independent Italian? Chinese agreement, that soon the
Italians, not the Sicilains, shall be working for the chinese
So, I believe, im asking everyone at metro headquarters to
ask say it aint so joe, to practice in front of them a very
prominent New York City saying, that goes like this, " No
ticky, no shirtie "
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 10:56 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe as all of these over the hill non accomplished
politicians keep chiming in, they all have one thing in
common  Naziism  Hillary Clinton is affiliated with Lee
Bollinger of Columbia and she calls Russia's sanctions a
lifetime achievement award, when in fact, the only thing
Hillary Clinton has ever achieved, is working over
minorities and using their backs to get into mansions to live
in and serious amounts of money, while except for the very
talented few, most of the minorities live close to the
poverty level or below it
I believe, Arnold Schwazzeneger, the gropenator from
California, says Nazis didnt start the invasion, because he is
one,  He's from Austria  he built up and then left a
significant Nazi infrastructure throughout California after
his Nazi friends in the media created a frenzy to get Grey
Davis recalled because he wanted to raise motor vehicle
fees to balance the budget  Criminals rarely admit to their
crimes
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3  

On Thu, Mar 17, 2022 at 10:45 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe the reason for joe biden's propaganda driven
assault on Vladimir Putin, is because when the
degenerate senator Ron Johnson of Wisconsin who
protected Timothy Dolan and his child molesting clan in
Milwaukee is a guy who was having sex with teenage
boys in hawks GYm in las Vegas, ask Chris Grigg he has
the pictures, when Johnson sought to enter Russia
afterwards Vlady said no and sent him home  I believe,
now because its the U S  Senators who got their
degenerate good old boy Joe Biden installed as President
when he didn't win the election, now in an act of
retaliation Biden is seeking to push Putin out of Russia
I believe, what's really happening though, is that the
Ukraine and the Ukrainian people are being destroyed,
America is wasting money on a fabricated situation it
doesnt belong involved in  And just like Lyndon Johnson
and Vietnam, Biden is going to employ the conflict as a
diversionary tactic, to divert from the fact he doesnt have
a clue how to run a real government, and hes been
nothing but a career scumbag, who thinks his shit dont
stink because hes another donkey con artist who has
gotten away with all sorts of crimes in Delaware, and
from the fact that he and the Clintons and George Pataki
and others all knew about the attacks of 9/11 before they
happened because the attacks mastermind is a degenerate
IRA terrorist masquerading as a priest in St Petersburg
Florida by the name of Kevin Tortorelli, who when the
attacks occured had significant church affiliations in
Boston and New York
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 9:42 AM donald mckiegan
 wrote:

I believe I'm notifying everyone again, do not believe
this bullshit being provided to the world by image
conscious countries like Iran and North Korea, and
their bogus launch failures  It's too much of a
coincidence that both North Korea and Iran within a
month of each other have failed launches for the entire
world to see  That is called a crock of shit  And no
Iranian scientist was murdered because his arm was
sticking out of a SUV with supposedly his ring on it
Come to the real world Israel  Bibi I want you to
purchase for me and deliver to me Lucky Luciano's



famous ring
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 8:19 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe there isn't any chance whatsoever that the
Ukraine is going to win this battle, and I believe,
Zelensky has fed the country, because the ukrainian
people realize he started this situation, and I believe,
as Ukrainian people are the victims here, it is
incredibly irresponsible for him to keep asking the
west for more weapons so he could feed his
defenseless people to the Russians  I believe,
Zelensky should step down as President and lets start
to rebuild a new Russian/Ukranian relationship that
doesnt include an incompetent con man like
Zelensky  It is absolutely inappropriate for him to
keep asking the west to help him to feed his
defenseless people to the Russian army
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Wed, Mar 16, 2022 at 8:15 AM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe, whomever in the western world who
convinced the Ukrainian President Zelensky that he
and they were going to be able to create a
concerning, troubling and actually threatening
western installation on Russia's doorstep, duped
that man; and quite unfortunately the
Ukrainian people are the one's paying the price for
this western fabricated confrontation, as some
clowns in the west want to call this a war, when it
really is a defensively driven invasion  I believe
this situation could have and shouldve been easily
de-escalated before it started, as there were those in
the west and i'm very concerned it was Blinken and
Biden, who convinced Zelensky, who is obviously
not a career politician, that to stand up to mother
Russia was worth the risk, when it was not  I
believe Joe Biden and his incompetent Bill
Diblasio type beuracrats need to get out of that
mess and im imploring, if he has the option,
Russia's president Vladimir Putin, to please stop
the bloodshed  Let's have a brief cease fire and let
the country's in that region in that region work their
issues out together
I believe, Vice President Harris, if North Korea or
Iran seek to launch on our allies South Korea and
Israel, do not hesitate to take either or both of them
off of the map  This is a fabricated scam  This is
not a test Kamala  If you're with me it's because
you're able to handle the job and not for any other
reason  The only use I have for tokens is to gain
access to the subway system in NYC
Vlady lets bring this back to the table and off of the
battlefield  
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 4:26 PM donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe I was recently told I have a whole in my
liver as I'm  coughing blood up constantly  I
believe, the clown scum doctors at sunrise
hospital have repeatedly told me my liver
function tests return normal in blatant contrast to
the reality and every emergency room I enter
now refuses to run blood tests on me because the
liver test results are going to show exactly the
opposite of what those piece of shit medical
prescribers at Sunrise hospital have told me and
treated me as, in blatant acts of attempted
murder
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 1:16 PM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe,

Joe castelli made a smelly
and then he made a fart
he pranced around san diego
claiming hes sir lancelot
he told all the san diegoans 
hes adept at the old soft shoe
and hes really a vegan with a big fat ass
and they should all be too

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 1:06 PM donald



mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe so were all on the same page here,
and im not referring to a group of degenerate
senators gang raping a teenager in a
washington dc hotel room, Rick Scott's plan
is to tell everyone he has a plan, when he
doesnt have a plan  Now, thats a man with a
plan  Just dont tell him he looks like popeye
the sailor man  Toot  Toot
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mvckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies, my
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings  Ask
say it ain't so Joe, who just went back into
hiding

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 10:37 AM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe after reading a statement by
Senator Rick Scott of Florida, it's very
evident he's simply a George W  Idiot boot
stomping wannabe  I'm going to do this
and I'm going to do that but he doesnt say
what he's going to do, just that he's got a
plan  And then he runs off facts that any
college student in the country has access to
medicare's in trouble  The postal pension is
in trouble  So what are you going to do
about itr Rick? Hey I g0ot a plan  Well,
what is it  Not telling ya  I'm just a boot
stomper like George W  Idiot  
They all believe in God  They all believe in
this country  What they all believe in is
feeding the American public as much
bullshit as possible so they can stay in
office  Imagine he shook 600,000 hands
and didnt contract the Corona Virus yet  I
believe Rick Scott was a con artist as the
Governor and he's a con artist now  Like
Mitt Romney, just wants an office, any
office, to exploit the American public and
the American money for their own personal
gain  
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies, my
dogs, and all of my stolen belongings

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 10:28 AM donald
mckiegan <
wrote:

I believe as Joe Lombardo is a very
seriously manipulative con man where if
the feds checked his bank accounts they'd
realize he took a significant payoffm to
deny a legitimate investigation into the
attacks of 9/11  So I believe, as I say it
ain't so Joe, was in hiding, and not gone,
why did he pick today of all days to
reappear before the Nevada Public  And I
believe, the question needs to be asked
who and what was he hiding from the
past 1 or 2 months  I believe, with
Lombardo away from the control center,
Las Vegas Metro was an entirely
different police department, but, as I
wrote, Joe Lombardo is a criminal not a
lawman, and the question needs to be
asked, why of all days did he choose
today as the day to reappear  I believe,
because of Joe Lombardo, Andy
Hutchinson, and Steve Wolfson, this
police department, especially those three
have more tricks in their repertoire than
Felix the cat
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my babies,
muy dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings  Ask Joe Lombardo  he's the
Sheriff isn't he

On Tue, Mar 15, 2022 at 9:34 AM
donald mckiegan
<  wrote:

I believe regarding the situation in the
Ukraine, I haven't any doubt that
Vladimir Putin and the Russian
Government have any qualms with the
Ukrainian people, I believe, the issue is
with the Ukrainian government, and I
believe, as long as joe biden continues



to support without reason or
justification, a non nato country of the
eastern bloc, hes the clown putting all
of the Ukranians people's lives at risk  
I believe the Ukrainian government
should cease operations, and the
powers that be, that do business with
and in the Ukraine, should help
establish a new and non
confrontational to Russia government
in the Ukraine
I believe, regardless of the bullshit and
propaganda being spewed by Joe Biden
and some senators, the United States of
America doesnt have any business
entering into this situation, and if it
wasn't for Biden and Chump now
playing good cop bad cop games with
everyone, this conflict might have been
over maybe days or more ago
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 4 01 PM
donald mckiegan

wrote:
I believe and im certain, theres a
cluster of homosexual mostly,
degenerate, white trash, Irish perverts
who are terrorizing all sorts of
teenagers in Las Vegas, just like
those degenerates did in Grand
Junction  I believe, the intensity and
frequency of the attacks against teens
here in las Vegas has increased
significantly ever since the
degenerate, white trash, perverted,
homosexual, irish, child molester
George Thomas took control of the
Diocese of Las Vegas, and I believe,
they all need to be apprehended,
detained and prosecuted as quickly
as possible; as theyre and those who
are refusing to act are putting the
lkives of all sorts of helpless
defenseless teenagers at risk
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
Where are my loved ones, my babies,
my dogs, and all of my stolen
belongings

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 3 51 PM
donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe, as ive been writing for
possibly 7 years now, Michael
kennedy of the U S  Attorney's
office in  Salt Lake City is a
dangerous stalker and criminal and
not a legitimate agent of law
enforcement  I believe, every
employee in that office has and had
been notified of this and rather
than seek to stop his criminal
activity, which is undermining the
safety of the entire state, I believe,
the juvenile glowns in that office
instead sought to take down and
fabricate an action against my
associate Gary Hebert  I believe
this is simply another example of
the juvenile antics that supposed
agents of law enforcement
throughout this country are
deploying against defenseless,
innocent, and trusting americans   
I believe, the other evening after I
was denied proper medical 
treatment in the Centennial Hill's
emergency room, where when I
might have multiple fractures and
spitting up blood they gave me a
motrin and discharged me, "They
just a different set of criminals, in a
different set of clothes "
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, ,my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings
Ask Lispy and Michael and George
Thomas and Diana Sullivan and



Eve Hannan  The s,mall cluster of
donkey child abusers infesting las
vegas  

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 3:31 PM
donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe, Gavin, you should tell
the people of the great state of
California, when Joe Biden lets
them down, Gavin Mcloed won't
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and aloof my
stolen belongings
Ask Lisp[i and Michael

On Mon, Mar 14, 2022 at 12:08
PM donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe as Gavin Newsom
should now realize that his
bosom buddy joe biden, the
career con artist and welfare
fraud, who didn't win the
election, is possibly on the
verge of putting 100000
Californians out on the street
as they sought to make people
dependent on these miniscule
stimulus checks, while not one
person probably was assisted
to find and develop self
sustainability, joe Biden, rather
than tapering down the help,
within a month is simply going
to just end the Corona
Virus funding to americans
I believe it's imperative upon
Newsom and hopefully some
other legitimate politicians in
California to create some
program, any program, to keep
these vulnerable people
domiciled in a bona fide
residence, and then assist them
all to find self sustainability as
quickly as possible  The
United States of America, is
the most ingenuous country in
the world, we are not a welfare
state, and to write I told you
so, that and 5 dollars gets me
on the Deuce in las Vegas  I
believe its imperative that
Newsom and other california
politicians start taking action
now, to keep cities within,
people, Californians and the
state itself from destabilizing
So help me God
Sincerely
Donald B  Mckiegan 3rd
DBM3
The real president of The
United States
where are my loved ones, my
babies, my dogs, and all of my
stolen belongings  Ask Lispy
the donkey cunt and her
criminal associate Micahel;
Kennedy, the perpetual stalker,
rapist, and murderer

On Sun, Mar 13, 2022 at 4:32
PM donald mckiegan
<
wrote:

I believe its sad to realize
some of these bullshit scams
these incompetent politicians
play with people  Mike
Bonin who Ive realized is a
fraud for a while now, brags
about housing like 30 for a
few eeks for 100 thousand
dollars wow  That ain't
cheap  They need jobs  And
now he's constantly hawking
how he wants to help end
homelessness beca
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